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Religions of the world unite
Chris Pearce
As the light by which we daily live
gradually gives way to a prolonged
and ever colder, darkness, we find
ourselves too rapidly approaching a
new millennium with an ostensibly
fading sense of morality.
World leaders exploit the global
citizenry, accumulating avaricious
degrees of wealth, thus effecting a
top-down degeneration of society;
extremely liberal attitudes towards
sexual behaviour dry-out traditional
morals, spreading
the wildfire ofsex-
ually transmitted
diseases; while
armed conflict
and nuclear prolif-
eration continue
unabated.
As ominous as
the modern pat-
terns seem,
they're hardly as
telling as the
agnostic values
guiding our society.
Either we don't want to associate
ourselves with any type of God, or
we'd prefer to develop a faith in
some 'Supreme Being' on our own
terms, separate from any estab-
lished religious organization.
Basically, we're tired of being told
what to do and are ready to make up
our own rules.
There's just one problem inher-
ent in this type of existence: we are
not God; and eventually we come to
the crossroads between our physical
Some
themes
were
present
in all the
lectures.
reality and the spiritual obligations
upon which the true form of morali-
ty is based.
It is exactly this true form of
morality from which the great reli-
gions of the world have originated
and though they've met divergent
paths throughout their development,
putting different faces on the concept
of God, they remain based upon pri-
marily the same virtues. This fact
was evident at the World Religions
Conference for 1999, held last
Sunday in Brantford, Ontario.
The Conference,
organized and
sponsored for the
19th consecutive
year by the
Ahmadiyya
Movement in
Islam, brought
together delegates
representing the
world's oldest and
most celebrated,
faiths. Included in
this group were
lecturers on the Native people's view
of religion, Judaism, Buddhism,
Hinduism, Sikhism, Christianity, and
of course, on Islam.
The symposium for this year's
conference centered on the concern
"Morality in the Next Millennium:
Implications for our society", and
while the speakers took different
approaches to their respective lec-
tures, some themes were nonethe-
less present in all. Particular among
the latter was the notion that the
'new' morality (though several
speakers made a point of denying
theexistence of a changing morality,
stating instead morality is an
absolute, and therefore, constant)
should be etched according to the
principle 'we should treat others as
we would want to be treated'.
The speakers each provided an
insightful introduction into their
respective faiths and practices, with
several offering explanations, based
on religious doctrine, of the current
state of affairs in the world. Other
recurring concepts included: the
importance of truthfulness
supreme importance in the Sikh
view; the need for political leaders to
incorporate spiritual values into their
agendas; and the complex role tech-
nology and the Internet are playing
in relation to morals.
Given the fact religious tensions
are as much a threat to peaceful
coexistence now as ever they were,
conferences of exactly this nature
are of intrinsic importance to the sta-
bility of our collective future.
One need notlook that far back to
find yet another example of religious
leaders targeting one another with
verbal aggression. On October 14th,
a Roman Catholic priest in Italy initi-
ated an all-out attack on the Nation
of Islam based on a statement made
to him by a Muslim leader who said,
"Thanks to your democratic laws,
we will invade you [Europe], Thanks
to our religious laws, we will domi-
nate you."
It is incidents of this type which
have encouraged this liberal Islamic
movement to make the conference
an annual event, as they believe,
"
such events mark a new era of glob-
al peace and harmony between the
followers of all religions and philo-
sophical traditions." Let us hope this
tradition will continue well into the
new millennium so we might contin-
ue to take advantage of our abun-
dant religious freedoms in Canada,
whileexploring and emphasizing the
commonalities that exist, without
dwelling on the divergences which
proven at least unfruitful andat most
dangerous.
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Candidates speak at Open Forum
Kristina Spence
Candidates for the October 20 WLUSU Board
of Directors (BOD) by-election gathered in the
Concourse to present themselves personally
and professional to the Laurier community.
Two of the candidates, Adam Delle Cese
and Maham Lodhi were not present at the
forum. Chief Returning Officer (CRO), Jill
Osborne, was informed by Lodhi that she had
a class during the Forums timeframe. Delle
Cese did not provide any regrets for his
absence and he does not have any posters
advertising his candidacy.
A third candidate, Peter Turkington
removed himself from the election due to per-
sonal reasons.
The forum began shortly after 1:00 p.m. as
Jill Osborne allowed the candidates to present
their opening comments.
Most candidates chose to reiterate the
statements written on their posters and in plat-
forms, some reading directly from notes, oth-
ers opting to maintain eye
contact with the audience
members.
Judith Borts presented
herself as a true voice of the
students, arguing her ability
to speak up and status as a
woman would make her an
effective Board member.
Jeff Carver focused
mainly on communication,
noting the lack of discussions
among university organiza-
tions and administration and
stated communications will increase the BOD's
accountability to the students.
Joe Overdevest stood out as a well-pre-
pared and goal-oriented candidate, mention-
ingboth current issues ofa Brantford Students'
Jill Osborne
allowed the
candidates
to present
opening
statements.
Union and future concerns about the lack of
revenues that will come from students entering
university at a youngerage.
Nick Ritchie appealed to athletic, fine arts
and music students looking for more represen-
tation as he promised to speak with more peo-
ple to learn all about the issues and encour-
aged students to speak out
also.
Bryant Sullivan confidently
discussed his knowledge of
Union organizations as he
pointed to keeping theUnion
visible to students and wel-
coming students into the
Union office for discussions
with their BOD members.
Holly Wagg emphasized
the growing gap between
the students and adminis-
tration, the importance of
student opinion and the controversy she hopes
to use by opposing the current status quo on
the BOD as she thoroughly answered all ques-
tions.
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The Battle of the brews
Jim Donnelly
/\s the last remnants of summer
slowly lade away and the mercury
begins its lazy decline, a battle most
unusual has begun to heat up within
Laurier's halls. It Isn't, however, a
conflict which can be settled on a
football field or frozen ice rink, nor in
a plush board room - this Is a war
fought with stir sticks and creamers,
little sugar packets, and handy trav-
el mugs.
The combatants: Tim Morton's
and Second Cup, two virtual heavy-
weights in Canada's coffee market
each looking to Uike a substantial
bite out of Laurier's Java cravings.
Upstart Tim Morton's, despite
rumours of an alleged exclusivity
contract signed by WLU and Second
Cup, has recently opened up shop
and taken a definite chunk out of the
more established company's market.
"We've done far better than we
expected," says Tim Morton's man-
ager Anne Grabowski. "The week
after the fall term began we even
had to install a second display case,
something usually reserved for only
the busiest locations."
Grabowski attributes this initial
success to the well-known Tim
Morton's name, plus the courtesy of
her staff. "We tiy very hard to treat
the customer well and make them
want to come back. So far, we've
received a great deal ofpositive feed-
back from students."
Laurier Second Cup owner/man-
agor Elizabeth Berger, however,
remains unimpressed. "We have
noticed a decrease in sales, but you
always have that with new competi-
tion," she says. "People naturally
want to try itout."
Berger, a former laurier student
who with her husband has owned
and operated all of i .aurier's Second
Cup locations since 1994, maintains
that most of her regular customers
from previous years have stayed just
that.
"People honestly think that we
have a very good product, but the
biggest reasons people want to stay
with us is customer service and
speed. When people go to the
| Second Cup, they know they're get-
! ting a product which is customized
to their needs."
All of this, however, avoids the
sticky question behind this situation:
namely, is there room for competi-
tion at Laurier? And, more specifi-
cally, are the rumours of an exclusiv-
ity contract between Laurier and
Second Cup - a contractwhich would
give Second Cup the right to a virtu-
al monopoly of the Laurier coffee
market - false? According to WLU
President Bob Rosehart, the answer
is a resounding yes.
"There is absolutely nothing in
those contracts that prevents Tim
1 lorton's from operating on universi-
ty property," he says. "Our experi-
ence with Tim Morton's has been
extremely positive for everyone
involved."
WLU Dean of Students David
McMurray echoed Rosehart's senti-
ments.
"Theuniversity does not view this
situation as a contract dispute. We
don't view the two as being in com-
petition, but rather as supportive of
each other."
"The university was underser-
viced concerning food services, and
the installation of Tim Morton's is an
attempt to try and remedy that situ-
ation."
Second Cup officials, however,
remain skeptical. When asked about
the contract, the company's Leasing
Coordinator Karen Hirst would only
give a brief, general statement:
"We're in the process of dealing with
this situation with the school, and it
wouldn't be in anyone's best inter-
ests/especially our franchisees, to
comment."
Berger, as well, holds reserva-
lions. "It's an uncomfortable situa-
tion. After only a month, it's difficult
to say (whether there's room for
competition)." She declined to give
sales figures for her opening month.
Whether any of this legal wran-
gling and side-stepping really mat-
ters to Laurier students Ls another
question altogether.
What counts is that the opening
of Tim Morton's, along with the serv-
ices of Second Cup, gives students
and faculty a choice of where they
can get their favourite c.up of coffee.
Both companies, however, appear
confident that they will hold an edge
in the new millenium.
"We're going to be growing even
more in the future," says Tim
Morton's Grabowski.
"1 think we're only going to get
bigger and more successful."MARTIN
KUEBIER
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The new student copy centre
Kristina Spence
Is it an information booth? Is it a copy centre?
What Is it exactly?
As of September 13, 1999, the I xiurier
Student Copy Centre opened for business.
In the first few weeks of operation, employ-
ees found that most students were not as inter-
ested in the Copy Centre services as they were
in directions and campus information.
The Student Copy Centre is one of the
newest initiatives developed in the Concourse
to provide more services for students. The
Copy Centre currently offers photocopying,
binding and faxing services.
Students can choose to wait while the serv-
ices are performed or they can hand over their
materials to be picked up at a later time.
Within a month or two the Copy Centre
hopes to provide digital services whereby stu-
dents can product direct print-outs from
diskettes in either black and white or colour
formats.
Manager of Print Services, Shelby Daudlin,
manages the operational and marketing ele-
ments of the Copy Centre and Rob Laurie acts
as coordinator, creating the schedules ol'work
for the 10 students the Centre employs.
The main benefits of the Copy Centre am its
convenient location and long hours of opera-
tion. Daudlin estimates that almost every stu-
dent walks through the Concourse each day
making the Centre's position almost ideal.
"1 think it's great. There's more exposure in
the Concourse," Daudlin said.
The Copy Centre Ls also open seven days a
week: Monday to Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 11:00
p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from 12 noon
until 4:00 p.m.
The idea for the Copy
"
Centre was explored in May
and its development
occurred gradually over the
summer months.
It took over a month for
the telephone lines to reach
the Copy Centre and the net-
work hook-up has yet to be
completed.
First yearEconomics stu-
dent, Marisol Vlctorino,
works at the Copy Centre
part-time and feels the Copy
_
Centre enables a lot of students to acquire the
services they need.
"We have a list of what we offer but most
people actually come here for information —
they think it is an information centre,"
Vietorino said.
Campus Clubs have recently been informed
of what the Centre has to oiler them and
Michael Bartlett of the Undergraduate
Business Games organization is one student
who has taken advantage of the new facilities.
The Copy
Centre is
open for
business
seven days
a week.
Bartlett, a fourth-year 1 fBBA student, chose
to use the on-campus Copy Centre instead of
an off-campus business.
"We're allowed to go wherever but most of
our meetings and stuff are held here," he said.
i laving worked at a variety store,, third-year
Economics student Sarah VVathy knows how to
deal with public and enjoys her time at the
Centre.
"1 love it. It's really fun," Wathy said.
VVathy finds the Copy Centre is busiest
"between noon and six when everyone Ls busy
at school."
She found during the first
few weeks of operation a lot
of people came to her for
directions. Wathy was glad
she could usually point them
in the right direction.
While revenues have not
been large, business has
been brisk from week to
week and Daudlin Ls cur-
rently researching further
forms of advertising for the
Copy Centre.
Recently students were
given the opportunity to fill out a ballot to win
a bicycle through the Copy Centre. No pur-
chase was required for the draw and Rob
Vickers won the prize.
In the future, Daudlin hopes the Copy
Centre can offer a variety of services to stu-
dents.
"I'd like to see all the services made avail-
able within the next year — a full-tledged post
office with the courier services. I'd like to see
the Centre taking over a bigger area too."
MARTIN
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Jeff Xilon directed the majority of his
comments towards student apathy
and the need to make students realize
that their opinions matter if they are
communicated, such as through the
voting process.
When the question period opened
up to the audience, excellent ques-
tions arose from past and present
BOD members and as well as con-
cerned attendees.
One particularly good question,
asked by Dave Prang, forced candi-
dates to reveal their direct experience
with the BOD meetings.
Only Jeff Xilon attended the most
recent Board meeting — the other
candidates admitted to never attend-
ing a meeting.
Holly Wagg later responded to a
question which revealed that she had
read the BOD memberis handbook
and Joe Overdevest spoke of his
extensive discussions with current
BOD and Union members to discover
the positions currently available to the
next elected Director.
Theonly surprising question came
from Chris Schafer who questioned
Holly Waggis campaign posters
depicting the activities of lemmings.
Wagg responded to the attack say-
ing that the posters were to illustrate
the tendency of groupthink and that
her campaign was to fight against
groupthink.
In addition to the polls here in
Waterloo, full-time students at the
Brantford campus will be given the
opportunity to make their voices
heard. The 39 eligible voters have
been bombarded with posters and
information about the elections.
Deputy Returning Officer (DRO),
Melissa Howie, will regulate the
polling in Brantford from 10:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m.
Osborne expects to begin counting
the ballots around 9:00 p.m. on
Wednesday evening. She, along with
a minimumof five DROs will count the
ballots in the companyof One Election
Council and selected scrutineers. If
the difference between the second
|and third placed candidates is twenty
Votes or less, Osborne and her staff
will recount the ballots. It is hoped
that the results will be known by mid-
night.
Millennium Budget
Kristina Spence
On Monday afternoon at 4:00 p.m. a
small crowd of Senate members,
staff and faculty gathered in the
Science Building to voice their opin-
ions on last year's model for Budget
2000.
Being the first of three Town Hall
meetings, most of the questions and
suggestions were directed towards
general areas of concern such as
new initiatives, professor hiring and
campus cleanliness.
President Bob Rosehart joked
about the size of the crowd reflecting
the size of the problems with fund-
ing issues but quickly moved onto
the serious issues.
Despite the increased number of
students at Laurier, Rosehart
expects the budget "...will have
some fairly serious challenges" thus
coming year.
As in most years, the budget
relies heavily upon the provincial
government funding which is usual-
ly not disclosed until the spring
months of March and April.
With a slightly higher wage
increase than originally forecasted,
the salary settlement for Laurier
professors will be one of the factors
that contribute to the tightness of the
budget. Even with the expected five
per cent increase in tuition, the uni-
versity will not have the money it
needs to provide provisions for all
"new initiatives" as requested by
various departments.
Instead of (.lie 'wish lists' once
submitted to the university, Rosehart
and Bob Byron, Executive Director:
Finance and Administration,
requested all proposals for funding
outside ofcurrent budget allotments
be submitted with the support of a
large numberof people.
Rosehart admitted the budget
committee has not determined how
the process will work but he did say
The 2000 Budget "...will
have some fairly serious
challenges."
that "...groups will need to lobby for
support" and that the section of the
budget itself will need to be better
organized.
"The idea would be you have to
convince more than the Vice
President that something is war-
ranted," Rosehart said.
Last year, requests under the
"new initiatives" section totaled $3.6
million. Byron cited the number not
to discourage people but to inform
them of the demand imposed upon
the university.
"We simply could not manage it,"
Byron said.
Other universities have raised
the necessary funds for such initia-
tives through deregulation which
Rosehart does not consider to be
well-received at Laurier. Thus, the
adminstration cannot guarantee all
requests will be granted.
"We don'twant you to spend a lot
of time on them where there isn't a
lot of money," he said.
Future hiring of professors and
part-time faculty was the second
major issue of discussion.
Doug Lorimer. Chair of the
History Department, expressed his
worries that a growing amount of
stress Ls being placed on faculty and
part-time faculty cannot be relied
upon.
"In the budgeting process there
should be some longer term plan-
ning for renewal and retirement,"
Lorimer said.
Rosehart responded by suggest-
ing a different approach to the
acquisition of new faculty. Instead of
seeking out professors to fill the
entry level positions, Rosehart is
considering hiring at all stages of
seniority as a potential method of
obtaining the faculty needed to serv-
ice Laurier students.
Laurier will not experience the
same retirement of faculty soon to
be experienced by other Canadian
institutions but the retirements can-
not be avoided.
The discussion then moved
towards class size and Laurier's
goals for growth.
In both 1998 and 1999, actual
enrollment exceeded expectations
by 20 per cent though the greatest
enrollment experienced at Laurier
occurred in 1992.
Rosehart brought up the issue of
structurally small classes at Laurier
compared to most Ontario institu-
tions. Rosehart believes that Laurier
Ls the only school without a class-
room that can seat at least 400 peo-
ple. The creation of such a class-
room has not yet become necessary
but it can be a coasideration.
"I have mixed views. As long as
we don't have it, we don't have the
temptation to build it," Rosehart
said. "I'm just thankful we don't
have a 500 seat ampitheatre
because we'd use it."
Along the lines of class size
growth, the university is considering
the value of increasing the number
ofstudents in Honours programs.
One means of acquiring more
interest in Honours programs could
be through the creation of a joint
HonoursArts or Science degree with
a teacher education program.
"We would capture those stu-
dents and generate more moneyper
average student," Rosehart said.
The creation of such a program
would be heavily dependent on gov-
ernment funding.
Lastly, the issue of campus clean-
liness was brought up. Rosehart
admits that the school needs to fig-
ure out how to utilize the custodial
staff in the best way, especially with
the increased traffic in every build-
ing.
ThePresident has kept an eye on
the situation by counting the num-
ber of days a certain cookie has
remained untouched in one particu-
lar building. Rosehart commended
Food Services for their contribution
to the clean up but realizes there is
much more to be done.
"Cleaning Ls a real problem,"
Rosehart said.
The budget is still in its early
stages of development. The second
Town Hall meeting will be held hi
January.
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Hanging moons and missing gas
Domestic Dispute
0305hrsHiu Oct 7/99
Officers responded to a report of a
disturbance in front of Bricker
Residence. Investigation revealed
that a couple was having a loud
argument. 0dicers established that
no assault or anything of that nature
occurred or was going to occur. No
further action was taken.
Assist Police 0250hrs Thu Oct.7/99
Officers assisted Waterloo Regional
Police in searching for an individual
who had lied from them after a traf-
fic stop.
Medical Assist
1120hrs Thu Oct.7/99
An officer responded to the Aird
Building after receiving a report that
someone was having difficulty
breathing. On arrival the individual
was breathing normally and
declined medical attention.
Mischief2315hrs Thu Oct.7/99
Person(s) unknown damaged a
smoke detector in the hallway on the
3rd floor of Bricker Residence.
Mischief 0208hrs Fri Oct.B/99
Person(s) unknown threw a billiard
ball through a car window in lot 4.
Trespass 0030hrs Mou Oct 11/99
A number of people were evicted
from the Athletic Complex when
they were found wandering around
inside after closing time.
Noise Complaint
0005hrs Hie Oct 12/99
Officers responded to a complaint of
excessive noise on WillLson Field.
The individuals were requested to
keep the noise downand complied.
Theft Under $5,000 Oct 9-11/99
Personls) unknown siphoned gas
from PP&P vehicles.
Theft Under $5,000
Mon Oct 11-Tues Oct 12/99
Person(s) unknown stole the front
grill from a vehicle parked in lot 7.
Theft Under$5,000 TheOct 12/99
Person(s) unknown removed a
quantity of coin from a vending
machine at the Athletic Complex.
Mischief
0200-0405hrs Thu Oct 14/99
Person(s) unknown broke oft' one of
the gate arms at lot 20.
Unauthorized Soliciting
161Shi's Thu Oct 14/99
A non-VVLUmale was warned when
he was found stopping people in the
Food Court attempting to sell prod-
ucts.
Fire Alarm 2105hrs Thu Oct 14/99
TheFire Department responded to a
fire alarm at Conrad Hall. The
source of the alarm was found to be
asmall fire on a stove element in one
of the lounges. Windows were
opened to release a large amount of
smoke. No other damage was done-
Possession of Stolen Property
0120hrs Fri Oct 15/99
Two WLU students were appre-
hended when they were observed
canying a stop sign on Bricker Ave.
The sign had been removed from
the corner of Sunview & University
Ave. Thematter will be forwarded to
theDAC.
Cause Disturbance
03101u-s Fri Oct 15/99
Officers responded to a report of a
number of individuals who were
banging on windows at Bouckaert
Hall and imooningi people. Themat-
ter will be forwarded to the DAC.
Suspicious Person
01101nsFri Oct 15/99
Offieers responded to a report of a
suspicious male sitting in a vehicle in
the Conrad Hall Quad. Investigation
revealed the individual was waiting
for his girlfriend. No lurther action
was necessary.
Theft Under$5,000 Fri Oct 15/99
Person (s) unknown removed a
quantity of coin from a parking
meter.
TheftUnder $5,000 Fri Oct 15/99
A parking sign at lot 12 was found to
have been taken.
Medical Assist Fri Oct 15/99
An ambulance was called for an
individual who appeared to have
consumed alcohol to the point of
having difficulty remaining con-
scious. The individual was taken to
hospital.
Medical Assist
OllOhrs Sat Oct 16/99
An ambulance was called for an
individual experiencing seizure-like
symptoms at the Turret. The individ-
ual was attended to and the seizure
stopped. Further medical attention
was refused.
Break, Enter & Theft
0220hrs Sat Oct 16/99
Three unidentilied males entered a
Willison Hall Lounge through the
window and removed a ißud Light!
neon sign and a Canadian flag.
Anyone having any information
about this incident is asked to con-
tact WLU Security Services.
Trespass 2355hrs Sat Oct 16/99
Several males were evicted from
University Stadium when they were
found wandering around under the
stands.
The individuals were from an
Oktobcrfest function at the stadium
gym.
New high school admissions
Kristina Spence
With (he help of an ambitious sub-
committee and Senate consent, stu-
dents of the four-year high school
system will soon have a map to help
them chart out their paths to Laurier.
President Bob Rosehart began
the meeting by reporting on the
activities of university Presidents.
The Presidents marched to Queen's
Park to protest their need for funding
and were sponsored by the opposi-
tion to reach the Press Gallery. At a
meeting of Canadian university
Presidents in Brandon, British
Columbia, Rosehart discussed the
tremendous demand for university
faculty expected to hit most univer-
sities within the
next 10 years.
ÜBC has initiat-
ed a development
of housing for fac-
ulty in hopes of
attracting interest
in their teaching
positions. ÜBC is
expecting 45 per
cent of its faculty to retire within
eight years. "The statistics are get-
ting to be quite scary," Rosehart
admitted.
Moving to the Registrar's Report
on the Fall 1999 graduands, the
Senate passed the 604 graduating
students in the current term. The
university is granting 354 under-
graduate degrees and 205 graduate
degrees at the upcoming cere-
monies.
The Academic Planning
Committee then began the bulk of
the meeting's discussions, starting
with the background of the high
school curriculum changes. Dr. J.
Metcalfe of the Registrar's Office
4 courses
will replace
6 OACs.
argued on behalfof the committee to
approve the new expectations of stu-
dents completing a high school
degree in four years.
"It is an important fact to state
what our requirements will be after
they finish grade 12," Metcalfe said.
Metcalfe admitted that "...we
don't know what the other universi-
ty's are doing" because the other
institutions are keeping their discus-
sions to themselves.
The provincial government is
pleading with universities to estab-
lish regulations early so thatstudents
can best prepare themselves and
ensure their acadmeic success.
"Laurier is very much ahead of the
game; we've basically charted out
new admissions,
he said.
The basics of the
new admissions
policy is that
Laurier will
require that each
student have (a) a
compl e t e d
Ontario
Secondary School Diploma, (b) grade
12 University Preparation English
"Studies in Literature," (c) three
additional grade 12 University
Preparation courses and (d) any
additional recjuirements required by
the particular program.
The grade acquired in the
English course will be included in the
admission average to which several
Senate members expressed disap-
proval. The motion passed despite
opposition. The Senate then viewed
a presentation for Recruitment and
Admissions of out-of-province and
international students before
adjourning.
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Opinion
Poor Competition
Recently much has been made of the
Toronto Star being distributed for free on
York University's campus. Ryerson almost
signed an agreement with the Star - before
administrators realized such a contract
would violate campus policies on non-uni-
versity publications - and Carleton
University has been approached by the
Ottawa Sun.
Tariq Hassan-Gordon, president of
Canadian University Press, has said such
free distribution of major newspapers will
"erode the student press." Representatives
for the Star say it will get students reading
newspapers again, indirectly benefiting
campus papers by increasing readership.
The real issue has nothing to do with
readers; it has everything to do with money.
Gmadian University Press, which repre-
sents 68 students newspapers (but not the
Cord), argues that once major dailies build
up readership on university campuses they
will eventually take much needed advertis-
ing - especially flyers - away from campus
papers.
Many university newspapers, like
Ryerson's Eyeopener, have negotiated
exclusivity contracts preventing the distrib-
ution of outside publications on campus
specifically to protect their advertising rev-
enue. Being not-for-profit organizations
and designed to provide students with a
free source of information on the university
community, campus newspapers rely on
advertising to exist.
At most, if not all universities, a very
small percentage of student organization
fees go to student publications, providing
some revenue
- Laurier students pay
approximately 15 cents per issue of the
Cord. So advertising revenue accounts for
almost the entire cost of producing a cam-
pus paper. Without advertising student
papers would cease to exist.
What makes student papers so appeal-
ing to advertisers is their access to a con-
densed niche market. Campus papers
reach exactly the people many advertisers
want. Is it sad that without advertising stu-
dentswouldn'thave a consistently available
Without
advertising
revenue,
student
papers would
cease to exist.
form of campus communication? Yes.
Would students be willing to pay more for
campus papers? Probably not. Do students
want a campus paper to keep
them
informed aboutwhat is going on at the uni-
versity and in the community? I think so.
At Laurier, an exclusive distribution pol-
icy is in dispute. The existing operating
agreement gives Student Publications (i.e.
the Cord) theright to collect advertising rev-
enue. The university does not interpret the
agreement to mean non-university publica-
tions cannot be distributed. Hence, the K-W
Record is distributed for free to all resi-
dences, copies of the Princess Cinema
schedule can be found and occasionally,
despite the Cord's best efforts, papers like
eye and Echo appear. The School of
Business and Economics pays for its copies
of the National Post, so it really doesn't
count.
I would not argue the Cord is in any
immediate danger due to competition.
However, students should think about what
they're doing when they pick up a Princess
Cinema guide or a competing paper on
campus. We are indirectly supporting the
demise of the Cord by encouraging adver-
tisers to go elsewhere. If advertisers can
reach the university market more cheaply,
they most certainly will. If campus papers
lose their advertising revenue, they will not
be able to publish.
York's problem with the Toronto Star is
not unique, but it is the most visible incident
in a trend that is sure to reach every uni-
versity campus if it is left unopposed. Ifstu-
dents want to continue receiving free, con-
sistently available student publications they
must oppose the distribution of major daily
newspapers and non-university publica-
tions on campus.
Patricia Lancia
Features Editor
The opinions expressed In this editorial are those of the
author,and do not reflect those of The CordStall the ed-
torial board, or WLUSP. 'i|;
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
This Week, We
Have No
r~|
—1
r-~|
—s
Letters To The
Editor. At
Least, None
That Are
Printable. If
You Want to
Write A
Letter, Please
Refrain From
Personal
Attacks That
Make You
Look Foolish.
Womyn's Words
Some Are More
Equal Than
Others
Amy Wright
October 18threpresents 71 years ofwomen
being legally recognized as persons under
the law. Before this drastic change, the
Supreme Court of Canada ruled that "per-
son" under Section 24 of the British North
America Act did not include women. The
law declared that: "Women are persons in
matters of pains and penalties, but are not
persons in matters of rights and privileges."
This gigantic step in the battle for
women's rights was fought for by "The
Famous Five"- who included such leg-
endary Canadian feminists as Nellie
McClung and Emily Murphy. It took years of
battling, humiliation and degradation- but
girls, we got 'er done.. .didn'twe?
I often wonder about the actual status of
women in Canada. Feminism has indeed
made many leaps and bounds since the
19205, but there remains a long road to
travel. I'm sure the majority of the popula-
tion wishes thatwe feminists would just shut
up. What are we complaining about, any-
way? We can vote, we can work andwe can
walk around in public with no shirt on.
What else could we possibly want?
Injustices for
women
remain
plentiful and
appallingly
relevant.
Thesad fact is that injustices for women
remain plentiful and appallingly relevant as
we approach the new millennium.
Oppression knows no race or class, or no
demographic or age.
Issues such as poverty, increasing vio-
lence against women and inequities in both
the work and home prevent women from
obtaining a full partnership in society.
Despite my commitment to
the fight for
women's rights, how can I help but become
discouraged?
Theface of feminism has changed much
over the years and is beginning to look wrin-
kled and tired. Women are exhausted from
fighting this century old fight- especially
when improvements to the status of women
are few and far between. But it
is now, more than ever that we
need to
stand up for ourselves and address
the
existing gender inequalities. I am quite sure
that our feminist pioneers must have grown
tired of fighting: for the right to vote, the
right to work, the right to divorce- and most
importantly the right to be recognized as
human beings. But they persevered and we
enjoy many liberties today as a
result of
their determination.
It is our social responsibility as women
to
keep the movement alive and to continue
fighting for what we have been blatantly
deprived: equality. In the words of
Nellie
McClung herself: "Never retreat, never
explain, never apologize. Get the thing done
and let them howl."
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The Right Perspective
The National
Association
of Tyrants
Chris Schafer
The last official count was 65,(XX)
Canadians. A low point in the elec-
tion cycle, undoubtedly, but 65,000
Reform party members neverthe-
less. The point in making this state-
ment resulted from an article that
appeared in the Cord last week. In
liis column, Michael Berry stated
that the closest thing to bringing
"down the wrath
of the government
on innocent peo-
ple...in Canada
being if say
Preston Manning
ever became the
Prime Minister and
we were all subject
to his tyrannical
whims." Nowwhat
exactly does
Michael mean by
tyrannical?
What is so
tyrannical about
demands for real
tax relief and debt reduction, not as
ends in themselves, but because of
the benefits that will ultimately flow
to Canadians as a result? What is so
tyrannical about a political party that
espouses a vision of Canada "where
economically disadvantaged regions
and people, including aboriginal
people, are given the tools to direct
and create their own economic
future b participation in a free enter-
prises, market-based economy, not
the obsolete dependency-creating
instruments of government planning
and socialist economics"?
Secondly, what is so tyrannical
about pursuing a guiding principle
that embraces the protection of the
lives and private property of
Canadians, and a principle that
places the protection and considera-
tion ofCanadians ahead of therights
of the unlawful?
One
effectively
labels
65,000
Canadians
as
tyrranical.
Moreover, what is so tyrannical
about regarding the family as the
most important organizational unit
of society, and as a result, not hesi-
tating to implement the "notwith-
standing" clause to overturn the
recent judicial decision to allow the
possession of child pornography in
British Columbia? Surely if it values
children, the government will put
their right to protection ahead of any
adult right to possess child pornog-
raphy.
Subsequently, what is so tyranni-
cal about an Official Opposition that
has a vision of the proper relation-
ship between the executive, parlia-
ment and the judiciary, as set out in
the Constitution
and several cen-
turies of British
constitutional con-
ventions and
precedents? Is it
so tyrannical to
state that "We
have seen the
courts increasing-
ly encroach on the
prerogatives of
Parliament to the
point that some
might argue that
one cannot fully
interpret the
Speech from the Throne until after
hearing the Speech from the
Bench"?
In the end, by stating thatPreston
Manning is tyrannical, one effective-
ly labels 65,000 other Canadians as
equally tyrannical. One could easily
make the argument that Chretien,
who governs with an iron fist, is
much more of a tyrant. Just ask
those 64 liberal Members of
Parliament who signed the Reform-
initiated petition calling for the
invoking of the Notwithstanding
clause in regards to the child porn
decision and then bowed to Chretien
and voted to defeat the same peti-
tion, Perhaps, just perhaps, if
Preston Manning were to become
Prime Minister and we were all sub-
ject to his tyrannical whims, this
country wouldbe a better place.
Laying It Down
The Pen Is
Mightier
John Grant
There is no doubt in my mind that
television is a direct cause of stupidi-
ty and unimaginative thought. The
MACH 1 account of the Wilfrid
Laurier student runs a close second.
Recently my Mother signed up
with Bell Sympatico, and every day
since I've had little reminders about
clean socks and Vitamin C intake.
She even went so far as to describe
one of her days as "shitty." I have
never heard my Mother swear in my
life, but as soon as she jumped on to
the E-mail train there it was.
The real issue with E-mail stems
from the type of relationships it cre-
ates, regardless of what you are
receiving from your Mother.
(Although, anything that is forward-
ed to you should immediately be
deleted, unless you really need to
know how many York students it
takes to screw in a light bulb.)
Whether we realize it or not, E-mail
kills
any sense of personal intimacy.
Nothing can be expressed as well
over E-mail as it can in person, or
over the phone.
The result is E-mail along the
lines of, "Hey, what's going on?
Things are cool here, but school is
Email kills
any sense
of personal
intimacy.
really busy. Hope you had a good
weekend. Talk to you soon. Later,
John."
In the rare case that you write a
whole page describing some major
event, your phone will be ringing
later that night anyway, due to a
want of detailed information.
One of my greatest concerns with
E-mail is howit manages to keep
relationships alive that should have
died a long time ago.
Everyone has that old high school
friend who could be in jail and you
wouldn't know it, except that you use
E-mail to keep in touch. It's a friend-
ship based on nothing. Maybe that is
a good thing though, as an astute
professor of mine once suggested
that anything of consequence should
never be typed to begin with. His
rationale was that the first thing that
pops into your head gets typed,
and
you're on to the next thought so fast
that no consideration or reflection
takes place.
Realistically I may as we!! be
lumped in with Classical Marxists.
My struggle toward an "E-mailess"
society has no chance. My point is
that there is no reason why we could-
n't make Robertson Davies proud by
writing a real letter. And isn't a letter
in your mailbox infinitely more excit-
ing than one in you inbox?
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HAIR LOSS?
THINNING HAIR
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONFOR STUDENTS
NEW TREATMENT
The best time to invest in your hair loss problem was
yesterday, the next best time is today. rSHfIHKSBHI
Versacchi's new THERAPUTIC TREATMENTS *|(rj|
achieve results for men and women with minimum to ||
Versacchi has helped clients worldwide and offer the
area's only ELECTOTRICHOGENESIS Treatments, 4fj^Nff
developed by Doctor J. Orpin from the Biomedic
Institute, with an amazing success rate of 96.7%
THICKER, FULLER, HEALTHIER HAIR does make Jpji
a difference. Invest in your appearance today. The
112 jS||||
sooner you start the faster you will see results.
Please call us today to schedule your confiden-1
tial complimentary consultation... 576-7228
VERSACCHI 1111111
HAIR AND SCALP SPECIALISTS
_
Medical Building, 920 King Street, W y Kitchener mmm
Monday to Friday 12-6 p.m., by appointment only.
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WORLD WATCH
Pay attention - it's your world!
Treaty shot down in senate
Washington, USA
The Republican majority Senate
failed to ratify a nuclear test-ban
treaty that had been proposed for 44
nuclear-capable states. The treaty
was an attempt by the world com-
munity to prevent nations from test-
ing their nuclear weapons, therefore
hindering their ability to effectively
develop nuclear weapons. US
President Bill Clinton, who signed
and supported the treaty, said the
finalword on the treaty had not been
heard The vote in the US however, is
expected to hinder American credi-
bility on the issue of Nuclear testing
and proliferation. The foreign min-
istry of Russia stated that they were
'disillusioned and seriously con-
cerned' about the decision, while
Japan felt "the result is very regret-
table."
Russia slicing up qiechnya
Chechnya, Russia
Large scale fighting broke out in
Chechnya on Sunday perpetuating
the Russian invasion of Chechnya.
Moscow has denied that they are
planning a large scale operation,
while refusing to negotiate with
Chechnya's elected leaders. There
has been little foreign response to the
events in Russia. Canadian Foreign
minister Lloyd Axworthy, has said
that the Kremlin has a right to take
forceful measures against terrorists,
meaning that Canada 'understands'
the Russian attack of Chechnya. The
media response in Russia has report-
edly been heavily propogandistic.
Coup in paklstan disturbs india
Pakistan
Pakistan's military overthrew the
government on October 12th in a
bloodless coup. Elected Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif had tried to
fire the military's chief general
Pervaiz Musharraf! while he was out
of the country, but Musharraf
returned and quickly seized control
of Ihe country. The general was con-
sidered by many to be behind the
Pakistani military's excursions into
Indian Territory during the summer,
which, along with nuclear tests by the
twopowers, have escalated historical
tensions between the two nations.
Pakistan has been ruled by its mili-
tary for 25 of its 52 years. The inter-
national community has not reacted
favorably to these events, with many
calls for the restoration of democracy.
International
European Vacation
Ruth Stadelmayer
Haven't you ever had the, slightest
inclination to travel or find excite-
ment in escaping into the unknown?
Travelling has the potential to be so
many things, and it can be some-
thing different to everyone. I found
my love for travelling last year as I
traded my second year of university,
here at Ixiurier, for the sights and
experiences of Britain.
In September of 1998 I entered
the doors of Laurier excited and
apprehensive. Excited about meet-
ing so many new people, hoping to
do better than ever in school, (didn't
really happen!!) and living on my
own. The apprehension came from
entering a place where huge life
decisions were supposed to be
made. For example, what to do for
the REST of your life! No doubt that
first year was a unique experience;
however, the excitement slowly
turned into stress. About half way
through first year I made the deci-
sion to take off for a new and
thrilling land. Secondsemester flew
past me in a blur and the next tiling
I knew 1 w as getting on a plane that
would take me into a new world I
never knew existed.
I set foot on British soil and
walked around the airport in
London, extremely overwhelmed.
Very quickly, I was forced to learn
how to survive in a strange environ-
ment on my own. Some people may
wonderwhat would possess anyone
in their right mind to throw them-
selves into a situation where they
know no one, have never been
before and can hardly undersUind
the accent of that crazy Londoner
running you over in the street. The
thrill Ls what kept me going. Every
day of the 10 months J was there
brought forth an amazing new
adventure and opened my eyes to a
life and culture outside of Waterloo,
Ontario.
Alter being in London for one
week my lungs had had enough pol-
lution and my pockets had been
robbed of too much money. (OK -
the exchange rate took most of it!)
So I bussed it up to Edinburgh,
Scotland. It was in this magical city
(no exaggeration) that 1 stayed for
my first three months. Don't assume
that I had enough money to last me
that long. Thatwould have been vir-
tually impossible! Through Travel
Cuts here at Laurier I was set up
with the SWAP program, which
helped me get my working/holiday
visa. With my legal permit to work
in the U.K. J could work in England,
Scotland, Wales, and/or Northern
Ireland. Please take note of the
incredible opportunities this visa
sets out in front of you. It wasn't that
I was just travelling, I was also
working, which allowed me to settle
down in one place and get an in-
depth perspective of different cul-
tures and their histories. The histo-
l-y
of Britain may not interest some
ofyou, as it is a prominent feature of
everyday life, but there are definite-
ly aspects of the Scottish life that are
just as or more thrilling. For exam-
ple, the numerous amount of pub-
crawls available! These; things are
incredible! The pubs of Britain are
basically telling you to drink lots and
be merry! Here, take a T-sliirt for
your bravery in drinking 10
Guinness in one night, says the
doormanwatching you stumble out
the door. Occasionally, I would meet
those travellers that thought the
pubs were the only reason for being
in Scotland, and would sacrifice
working for precious sleep time
after a killer night of drinking. Be
careful of this lifestyle and those
drunk travellers who try and per-
suade you to think that working is a
The combination of trav-
elling and studying is a
dream come true
waste of time.
It was because of my two jobs in
Edinburgh that I was fortunate
enough to visit the land of the lep-
rechauns. This column is limited to
fewer than 5000 words so I'll spare
you the details! I will say, however,
that Ireland has so much to offer.
Close your eyes and just imagine the
perfectly poured pint of Guinness, or
how about the best looking guys on
earth!!!!! Also, With my accumulated
pounds (that's the currency, not the
weight measurement!), I took a boat
over to Paris and spent an amazing
time travelling around the best cities
in Europe!
For about6 months I was travel-
ling and working around England,
which is a place to be praised for its
beauty. Spending time in Northern
England in a village where the pop-
ulation of the town was probably
close to 10,1 had a lot of time to hike
through the hills and valleys of the
Lake District. If you have no interest
in nature, you can always set your-
self down in the pub, chat with the
locals (who looooove Canadians),
and become a master atthe game of
pool!
Themonth of May came way too
quickly because I didn't feel ready to
head home on June 30th. By this
time I had developed an accent and
made so many contacts that living in
Britain for the rest of my life was
completely possible. Then reality hit
me and I knew it was time to head
back to Laurier and the university
life.
As I was heading home all 1
could think about was seeing the
people I hadn't seen in almost a
year. Excitement overwhelmed me
as I remembered the comforts 1 had
left, such as flicking away at the t.v.
on my comfy, comfy couch or
returning to my greatly missed bed.
(I didntmention howuncomfortable
some hostel beds were!).
However, after one week my
comfort zone was more unappeal-
ing than appealing and I yearned for
the adventure I had whentravelling.
Now I'm in my second year
here
at Laurier and have struggled to fit
back into this organized and struc-
tured lifestyle. I realize it's a necessi-
ty in gaining a degree and eventual-
ly a good job, but when the word
travel or overseas hits my ear that's
when I feel alive!
That's why when the interna-
tional stands were set up in the con-
course advertising to study abroad it
took me no more than 2 seconds to
run around to all the booths and
gather as much information as I
could. School is really important to
me and I enjoy it, which is why I've
returned; however, travelling is
something that keeps my heart rac-
ing and mind wandering. The com-
bination of travelling and studying is
a dream come true!!
The point of this article was not
to persuade people to travel, but
rather put forth the idea that any-
thing is possible and if things donit
feel right then try something new.
The greatest thing that came out
of
traveling for me was the discovery
that there is no set way to get
through university or life, but
rather, each individual has to find
their own way through this
world
cram-packed full of opportunities.
1 encourage each and every
stu-
dent at Laurier to search for those
things that make life so great.
School is about learning, so get out
there and learn from experience in
every way possible.COURTESY
PHOTO
COURTESY
PHOTO
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Cord International's
Eye on Human Rights
Asad Kiyani
It's hard to shatter widely-held misconcep-
tions. The idea that the English are a very
prim and proper, stable, restrained people Ls
not necessarily accurate. To attempt to char-
acterize the English judicial system as such
would be to turn a blind eye to the blatant
human rights abuses that have been and con-
tinue to be perpetrated and condoned by all
levels of British institutions, from the police to
the courts to the government and the Prime
Minister himself.
In a continuation of the atrocious human
rights abuses that were inflicted upon its
colonies around theworld (including present-
day Northern Ireland), the English judicial
system is failing to support, aid or even fairly
treat those who have obviously had justice
denied to them
In 1987, Satpal Ram was convicted of
murder after fatally stabbing a man inside a
Bangladeshi restaurant. The only catch was
that Mr. Ram was attacked by a group of
racist thugs, that he was defending himself
after being verbally abused, harassed and
physically attacked, includ-
ing two stab wounds to his
face and arm, and that the
man he stabbed refused
medical treatment. The
lawyer assigned to Satpal
held one 40-minute ses-
sion with him, during
which he changed Satpal s
defense argument from
one of sell-defense to one
of provocation. At the trial,
the lawyer never called
Satpal as a witness and
there was no interpreter to take the evidence
of the restaurant's Bangladeshi staff. The
judge declared that he would serve as inter-
preter despite the fact that he knew no
Bengali.
At his appeal, only evidence from Satpal's
attackers was considered. The appeal judge
did, however, commute his sentence from life
imprisonment to 10 years. Yet it is 1999 and
Satpal is still in jail for a crime that wasn't
committed. He has been moved from prison
to prison 59 times, including late August, just
one week before a demonstration to free him
was to take place. His parole hearings have
been delayed and denied for over two years,
despite the appeal judge s recommendation of
a ten-year sentence.
ZooraShah, having been sexually abused,
exploited and tortured by a well-known mem-
ber of the criminal underworld, finally saved
herself from a certain death by killing her
abuser, Mohammed Azam. Despite over-
British insti-
tutions will
continue to
subvert
ideals
whelming evidence demonstrating the condi-
tions under which she lived and recent such
as the acquittal of a woman accused of mur-
der under nearly identical circumstances.
Shah Is still in prison. This in spite of the fact
that her response was purely motivated by
self-preservation.
Apparently, the British judicial system has
decided thatsell-defense is a crime.
This Is not the only such instance of
wrongful imprisonment. If one Is Irish, then a
similar bias Is presented. The Birmingham
Six and Guildford Eour are only among the
most high profile to be wrongfully convicted
and spend years in jail. Both groups were
accused of fatal bomb attacks that were
allegedly linked to IRA activity in the United
Kingdom, and both were convicted in spite of
tremendous evidence in their favour, includ-
ing statements from the IRA that the men
accused of the crime were not the ones
responsible. Both groups have since been
released, but their cases touch on all that is
wrong with the British judiciary system.
Upon the release of the Guildford Eour,
retired British judge Lord Dennig commented
"
if they had been hanged,
they would have been for-
gotten and the whole com-
munity would have been
satisfied."
Further abuses are to be
expected, especially due to
legislation introduced in the
wake of the tragic Omagh
bombing. The British gov-
ernmentenacted law which
Prime Minister Tony Blair
called "draconian". One key
part of the legislation is that
prosecution will be allowed
to continue on the basis of the suspicions of a
senior police officer, and that any attempt by
a suspect to retain their right to silence will be
seen as corroboration of the police officers
evidence.
This Is ironic in light of the fact that while
condemning the Omagh bombing, the British
government simultaneously endorsed
American bombings of suspected terrorist
sites in Sudan andAfghanistan, one of which
was a pharmaceuticals factory vital to the
Sudanese medical system.
Without continued agitation and action,
British institutions mandated to enforce free-
dom and justice will continue to enjoy free
rein in subverting those ideals. The personal
and political agendas of individual actors will
become the dominant motives of those insti-
tutions charged with helping, not destroying,
their citizens.
COURTESY
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An organization that is counted on daily to provide solutions for
customers ranging from Fortune 500 global enterprises to billionaires.
An organization that trusts you with an area of responsibility and
then rewards you depending on how you rise to the challenge of
managing that responsibility.
An organization that will test your skills in the areas of analysis,
relationship management and leadership.
An organization that is widely considered to be the best in its
industry by analysts, Bay Street, Wall Street, and customers alike.
You may have never considered a career in Property & Casualty
insurance, but we can guarantee this is an insurance company
like no other.
If you think you can rise to the challenge, Chubb Insurance wants you.
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Make better use of time 
• Record every important date, Don't lose things; buy a bowl or 
meeting and assignment in a plan- basket and always place your keys 
ncr or calendar or both. there. Try to get a brightly coloured 
• Colour code your different areas of wallet so it easy to find in your large 
life, i.e. Red for academics, Blue for darkly coloured bag. 
volunteer commitments and Black Stash stuff you know you will 
for social engagements, etc. need at some later point in time in a 
• Be consistent, make sure to check me folder. Anything from tickets to 
your planner or calendar everyday, schedules can be kept and dated in a 
checking it every other day will not folder. Place the folder in a conven-
be as effective. ient area so you can check it regu-
• Look at the big larly. 
picture and priori- ------------- S e i z e 
tize. T h b t Opportunities. 
Four-month cal- e e S When running 
endars that are · t errands, make 
available are a way 0 sure to think 
good idea espe- f e ffi e ffi b e f ahead. If you are 
cially when trying buying a birthday 
to organize aca- e v e r y t h 1. n g card for a friend in 
demic commit- November and 
ments. • t · t you know you 
By being able to 1 S 0 W f 1 e have three more 
see what assign- 1. t all d 0 w n . people to buy 
ments and exams cards for in 
you have in ------------- December seize 
advance enables you to plan what 
you will do. 
that opportunity. 
Yv<WNE FARAH how can they master a hectic sched-
ule with impossible poise, while you 
stumble through busy spells dazed 
and confused? 
way to organize their lives. 
Decide what is important to you 
and what should be completed first 
Take everything one day at a time 
and try not to think about everything 
you still have to do. Just focus on the 
task at hand. 
If you find you have an extra fif-
teen minutes between classes, why 
not take that opportunity to finish a 
small errand such as checking your 
e-mail or going to the bookstore. 
These are just a few tips and 
pointers that have come from vari-
ous sources. 
You probably know thos<' people 
who seem to have this amazing abil-
ity to do everything and on time as 
well. They have this special skill that 
lets them juggle schoolwork, volun-
teer commitments, employment and 
a very active social life as well. So 
There are two possible answers 
to that question, first. they could be 
'super people' and have special pow-
ers. Or there is the more likely expla-
nation; these people have found a 
Now, how can you become one of 
these people is the question? Let this 
article give you a couple of ideas on 
how to manage your time. 
I Jere arc a few tips on how to get 
organized and stay organized. 
• Invest in planners and Calendars 
and actually usc them. 
Forget the small stuff. The best 
way to remember everything is to 
write it all down (in your planner). 
That could mean everything from 
time out with friends to phone calls. 
If you write it all down you will not 
forget it. 
If you are interested in getting 
more information on time manage-
ment, see Counselling Services on 
campus. The most important thing 
to remember is to get a routine and 
to stick with it. 
Behind-the-scenes look at film making 
AusoN KEllY 
Production continues on The Nature of Reality, 
the student independent film being shot at 
Laurier. However, not many people know 
exactly what takes place during filming. 
. Here is a behind-the-scenes report on what 
goes on before and during the filming of a 
scene. The two scem'-S filmed on Saturday, 
October 16th in Room L128 in the library. The 
scen<'-5 involved an English lecture and presen-
tation by the very approachable Professor 
Doherty and one of the characters. Robert 
Nf'wman. 
9:30a.m.: Writer/ Director James Muir, 
Producer Anthony Del Col and Production 
Manager Chri.-, Baker meet to discuss the fmal 
details before the shoot. 
10:00am.: Baker mccl<> with the camera, 
sound, and light crew and moves the equip-
ment over to a Room L128 in the library, 
today's shooting location. 
10:10a.m.: Crew begins to set up the camera 
and prepare the classroom. The actors, includ-
ing Todd Pettigrew playing the role of the pro-
fessor, begin to arrive. James sits down with 
Maneesh. Sehdev. in charge of continuity. as 
well as Stephen Orticello, assistant director. to 
determine the day's shooting sequence. 
10:15am.: Helen Armbrust. the makeup artist, 
and Holly Cybulski apply makeup to the princi-
pal and secondary actors. 
10:35am.: Extras begin to arrive, ready for 
their first time in front of the camera. 
11:00am.: Extras take their places and note 
their exact location to ensure continuity 
throughout the scene. They will be glued (figu-
ratively) to these positions for the next three 
hours. One of the leads of the film. Armon 
Ashekian, arrives just after the completion of 
his Marketing mid-term (remember the four 
P's, Armen!) and assumes the role of Robert 
Newman. 
11:15a.m.: Reporter from ECHO Weekly 
arrives, takes some pictures. chats with mem-
bers of the crew and observes the production. 
The film will be profiled in the magazine in the 
last issue in October. It has also received cover-
age so far in the Waterloo Chronicle and CKCO-
TY. 
11:16a.m.: The camera crew, with Orticello 
and Luke Martyn at the helm, conduct white 
balance tests and check the composition of the 
shot in the monitor. 
11:25am.: Sound crew positions boom mics 
and conduct a sound test. Trevor White. one of 
the sound technicians, must lie down on the 
· ground in front of Pettigrew in order to effec-
tively-capture the dialogue. Troubles ensue as 
Pettigrew's sl10es are making too much noise, 
so he must perform the scene in his socks. 
11:35a.m.: The slate board is prepared detail-
ing which scene and take the crew is about to 
shoot. 
11:40am.: Muir yells "ACTION," and Pettigrew 
begins reciting his lines. 
The scene is shot several times from a vari-
ety of camera angles and is completed at 
approximately 3:15. The actors and crew take 
a break and then prepare for the next scene. 
The second scene takes about 3 hours to 
.shoot. After a long day spanning almost 8 
hours, the cast and crew are two scenes closer 
to finishing The Nature of Reality. 
Get a flu shot
Yvonne Farah
In case you have not noticed Flu sea-
son has arrived. Influenza is caused
by a highly contagious virus. It usual-
ly strikes in epidemic proportions
every winter. Starting as early as
October and running as late as April.
The fact that anyone can be affected
makes the chance of you having it for
some period of time a likely occur-
rence.
As you already know, most likely
from personal experience, influenza
Is not like a simple cold. The symp-
toms include fever, aches and pains,
and a dry irritating cough.
Unfortunately the flu can keep you in
bed for up to a week and leave you
exhausted for up to a month. With
facte like; these it is no wonder the flu
can hamper your academic perform-
ance. If you are an athlete who plays
on any of the varsity teams you may
be unable to perform up to your ath-
letic potential if you are ill.
However, a positive spin on this
issue is flu immunization is not only
available, but at Health services here
on campus. The best time for immu-
nization is from now until mid or late
November. Public Health Authorities
are predicting an early and long
influenza season this year. According
to statistics taken from the pharma-
ceutical company that produces the
shots, they are anywhere between
70% to 90% effective in preventing
influenza. They do say the immu-
nization will almost always reduce
the severity of the illness and speeds
up your recovery. Regardless ofwhat
you have heard you cannot get
influenza from a flu shot.
The cost is $10.00 for all faculty,
stall' and students. It Is however free
of charge for all those who are med-
ically at increased risk from influen-
za. You can get your shot from 9:15
a.m. until 11:30 a.m. and 1:15 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m. Monday to Friday and
also 5:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. on
Monday to Thursday.
If you are afraid of needles, just
close your eyes and think pretty
thoughts. According to Doreen
Koenig from Health Services, the
nurses here on campus give very
good shots. Ms. Koenig speaks from
experience because she has already
had hers.
So give serious thought into getting
your flu shot this year.
LUKE
MARTYN
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Drinks all around o^2
Here are a few drinks that don't PtHQ fVrtgrfra SfaQfaQ V y » M j
have alcohol but are sure to
impress. 1/2 cup Unsweetened Pineapple
CtXXXjUSiQ CotSCjcl StIQ&Q i/3 cup Coco Lopez Cream of
1/3 cup Coco Lopez Cream of I y2 cups Vanilla Ice Cream
Coconut
172 cup Milk ]Vox in a blender until smooth. Serve
viTJJin CWJQfy
1 tbsp. Chocolate Syrup immediately.
1 172 cups Chocolate or Vanilla Ice ,
4 oz. Tomato Juice
Cream dash Worcestershire Sauce
Mix in a blender until smooth. Serve Sfoifley TctTiplG
Tabasco Sauce
immediately. e~~7%
dash Salt and Pepper
_ ■—I
|oz (; r( ,nacjine
In a galss filled with ice, add Tomato
>2Vx
fffel
6 oz'Ginger Ale Juice- Add a dash or lwo of
] I'.
n Worcestershire Sauce, Tabasco,
Pour ingredients over ice in a tall
Salt and Pepper. Gaiiush with a cel-
glass. Garnish with a cherry.
er^sta^-
A f\Cil
11 Student
up to
AtJ/O
Discounts ft/
This offer valid for all
pftk tdaim
m
>$|~ |y| regularh scheduled
\cn<iics()j)er<ttcdli\
SoiuluwMtT" (:ili ( s.)
For Fare 8c Schedule Information Call
741-2600 Coach Canada
1-800-461-7661
For who? For what?
Open to all full time To provide funds to further
Laurier Students develop Laurier Students in:
Arts ° Academics ° Sports & Leadership
Pick up your application in the Students' Union
Deadline: Tuesday, November 2,1999
Applications to be submitted to the front desk of the Students' Union
QUESTIONS: Contact the Vice-President: University Affairs
Cam Ballantyne at 884-1970 extension 3434
Feature
Alternative
Medicine
by Jeff Latosik
For many years alternative medicine has stirred up
controversy and debate. To some it is an instrument ofhealing and to others
an example ofnew age hysteria.
Ifone thing isfor sure, it's not going away any time soon. Does it work?
When I first decidedto write this arti-
cle I had no idea whatwas in store.
Logically, my first step was to head
over to the nearestChapters and find
a book or two on alternative medi-
cine. Bad idea.
What I was confronted with was
a plethora of magazines, books and
encyclopedias, specializing in every-
thing from aromatherapy to
advanced tantric yoga. Given the fact
that I have hadlittle to no experience
with this topic, my initial reaction
was one of confusion.
How could one specific area of
the bookstore be so broad? How
could herbal medicine and tai-chi
occupy the same shelf space? I guess
I was cast under the same spell any-
one in thealternative section at HMV
can account for. The feeling was
utter disorientation.
The ambiguous nature and
broad scope of alternative and com-
plimentary medicine can be very
overwhelming at times. This is part
of the reason so much controversy
surrounds alternative medicine.
WHAT EXACTLY IS ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE?
Massage therapy, aroma therapy
and chiropractic care are all popular
forms of alternative therapies. The
list also includes exotic, less familiar
practices such as feng shui, shaman-
ic travel, rolling therapies and
feldenkrais.
In general, alternative therapies
fall outside whatthe public considers
"mainstream" medicine. It often
focuses on total health, incorporating
preventative measures and lifestyle
changes to sustain positive health.
Many therapies also incorporate
more "natural" treatments, such as
vitamins and herbs. Such therapies
are usually less invasive than tradi-
tional "Western" medical practices.
It is hard to define alternative
medicine without over-generalizing
the hundreds of practices that are
contained within it. Many people
believe it to be any form of medicine
or therapy that is not reinforced by
strong clinical evidence.
This does not always apply, how-
ever. In the case of chiropractic med-
icine, the health benefits have been
proven and reputable universities
and colleges offer instruction in chi-
ropractic care. Chiropractic is
becoming more accepted as a viable
treatment, but it is still considered
alternative therapy.
Doctors argue that alternative
medicine lacks the clinical evidence
to support its claims. If it has not
undergone clinical testing it is cate-
gorized as "alternative" to more
established "Western" medicine.
LACK OF SUPPORT?
If this is the case, why can't alter-
native medicine practices just be
clinically tested and evaluated
accordingly? One of the reasons for
this, according to Dr. John Crellin, a
professor at Memorial University's
medical school, is such testing would
be an expensive undertaking.
'The trials are expensive, andnot
everyone wants to do them, or feels
they need to," says Crellin. "Many
people would believe that there are
two cultures in medicine. One that
practices medicine through clinical
trials and one that doesn't."
Another problem is the fact that
many studies which do exist are
published in different languages and
it is both costly and timely to trans-
late them. In the case of acupunc-
ture, Christopher Lam, a general
practitioner and acupuncturist,
believes there is medical evidence to
back up his practice, but the lan-
guage it is published in creates a bar-
rier.
"Western doctors tend not to look
at [the studies] because they are
published in Chinese or Korean," he
says.
NATURAL PHARMACEUTICALS
Another aspect of alternative
medicine that has become very
debatable is its pharmaceutical
aspect. Stores such as Shoppers
Drug Mart and Pharma Plus are
packed wall-to-wall with different
types of herbal medicine - such as
ginseng, Echinacea and St. Johns
Wort, and so on - yet none of them
are clinically tested.
"There is no structured system
that regulates these supplements,"
says one Shoppers Drug Mart phar-
macist. "Clinical testing is rarely, if
ever, used for these medicines. Just
because you buy an herbal remedy
there is no guarantee it will do what
it says, or even give you what is on
the bottle." The strict guidelines for
prescription medications do not
apply for more natural remedies.
However, this lack of clinical test-
ing does not seem to bother con-
sumers. The herbal industry has an
estimated annualearning of$2-3 bil-
lion inNorth America alone. And this
figure is climbing.
One of the worries with these
herbal supplements in particular is
what's going into them and what
their effects are.
"You have to be very careful in
this matter," the pharmacist says.
"Certain medicines can clash and
cause health problems." There is
also potential danger when mixing
an herbal medicinewith prescription
medication. Computer systems such
as Health Watch are used to prevent
this situation lrom occurring.
CHIROPRACTIC
Another form of health care that
people are familiar with is chiro-
practic therapy. Thecredibility ofthis
therapy has been an issue of contro-
versy in the medical field for years.
Although chiropractic therapy tends
to get lumped in with other "alterna-
tive therapies" many practitioners
feel the practice is not alternative to
anything, that it is a form of health
care in itself.
One of the interesting things
about chiropractic care is that it was
developed in Ontario in the late
1800's. It is rumored that various
ancient cultures used spinal manipu-
lation as a form of healing, but the
actual practice originated in this
province.
There are specialized schools in
Canada that dealdirectly with chiro-
practic and three different universi-
ties that have an intensive program
Some
Alternative
Therapies ACUPRESSURE/ACUPUNCTURE
An ancient Chinese
technique using finger
pressure or fine needles
placed on specific points
of the body to stimulate
the flow of chi (vital
energy) in order to
restore health and
vitality.
AROMA THERAPY
The use of essential oils
and fragrances to treat
various disorders.
CHIROPRACTIC
Seeks to eliminate pain
through manipulation of
the spinal cord. Proper
alignment allows neural
impulses to flow freely.
COLONIC THERAPIES
Cleansing the large
intestine and colon with
water to remove toxic
build-up in the system.
FELDENKRAIS
Combines movement,
touch and verbal dia-
logue to bring about
"total body awareness."
FENG SHUI
The ancient Chinese
practice of configuring
physical environments
to promote the healthy
flow of chi.
HOMEOPATHY
The use of small doses
of herbs, vitamins and
other natural
substances to stimulate
the immune system.
HYDROTHERAPY
The therapeutic use of
water, steam and ice to
treat pain, immunity,
tension, ciruclation
problems, etc.
MASSAGE THERAPY
Applied pressure to the
skin, muscles and/or
joints to ease pain and
improve muscle
function.
RADIONICS
The use of essential oils
and fragrances to treat
various disorders.
ROLFING
Systematically organizes
the bodies connective
tissue, allowing muscles
to return to a balanced
relationship with the
body.
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of study. The Universite de Trois
Rivieres in Quebec houses roughly
200 students.
the benefits
Aside from the skepticism that
alternative medicineseems to gener-
ate there are many whofeel it is very
beneficial. Crellin says that anyone
who writes-off alternative medicine
in general might be "doing so pre-
maturely." He urges, as manyothers
do, to exercise caution in the field, as
the low standard of regulation can
cause fraudulence. He says this
because the field is open to virtually
anyone who can create a product
with an herbal name or a therapy
with some form of sense manipula-
tion. These promises might be based
on nothing more than "making
money."
What I've concluded from a
rather brief examination of alterna-
tive medicine is that whether or not
it works is a complex notion to
assess. Many practitioners argue
that each patient is different and has
different needs. Therefore yoga may
be more beneficial to one person and
acupuncture to another.
This ideology collides with the
traditional views of modern medi-
cine, which tend to prescribe one
type of medication for all ailments.
And although it would be foolish to
write either off right now, it seems
the best tiling to do is to find out for
yourself whether alternative medi-
cines really do benefit your lives.
Because if these two medical cul-
tures have anything in common, it
could perhaps be that at the heart of
each exists an ambition to better our
lives and heal our wounds.
ACTDArAi ic
Protects the immune system, promotes heal-
AbTRAGALUS
jng increases stamina. Good for colds, flu.
An anti-inflammatory, appetite stimulant,
CHAMOMILE digestive aid and sleep aid. Also good for
headaches and pain, stress and anxiety.
Speeds healing of wounds and skin condi-
COMFREY tions. Use for bites and stings, bruises,
burns, sunburn, etc.
Stimulates muscles and oxygen circulation.
DAMIANA Used to increase energy and as an aphro-
disiac.
cruikiArcA
Good for the immune systems. Useful for
colds, flu and other infectious illnesses.
Strengthens immune systems, promotes lung
_ .
iccKir*
func ti°ning and stimulates appetite. Good
JjliNotlNvj for circu i atory problems, lack of energy,
stress.
Improves brain function by increasing blood
GINKGO flow, circulation and oxygenation. Good for
depression, headaches and memory loss.
Induces physical and mental relaxation.
KAVAKAVA He|P ful for anxiety, depression, insomnia
and stress-related disorders.
A cough suppressant and relaxant that
LOBELIA reduces cold symptoms and fever. Also good
for asthma, pain and viral infection.
Disinfects wounds and heals almost all skin
TEA TREE OIL conditions. Also good for colds and sore
throats.
Improves circulation and acts as a sedative.
VALERIAN Good for anxiety, insomnia, cramps, nerv-
ousness, pain and stress.
A hormone stimulant. Increases libido and
YOHIMBE
bioocj f] ow t0 erectile tissue.
Therapy through music
Music therapy fuses psychology and music into an inno-
vative formofhealing. Patients use instruments to impro-
vise and communicate, allowing them to express their
emotions and deal with a variety of problems.
Laurier is unique since it is one of the only universi-
ties to offer a program in music therapy. Headed by Dr.
Colin Lee the program has existed for roughly 13 years
and is continuing to expand. An MA degree may be
offered in the near future, but for now students are able
to pursue a BA.
Lee is quick to point out that this program is not an
easy road. It takes hard work andperseverance. He says,
To become accredited in music therapy you have to
work hard. It's a long process that extends beyond a
bachelor's study."
In order to
become a certified
musical therapist,
one must take a
six-month intern-
ship. Students
must also be high-
ly skilled in at least one instrument of choice and have
extensive knowledge of psychology.
Lee is quick to point out the rewards this level of hard
word and discipline bring. He states, "The practice of
music therapy is expanding vastly, and can be of some
benefit to everybody. [It] can facilitate a very positive
reaction in people."
Medical studies have proven this practice to be bene-
ficial for
many people. For example, music therapy can
be used to help a patient undergoing surgery or someone
going through a period of stress (mid term exams any-
one?). It has many applications.
As excited as Lee is about this relatively new practice,
he also comments on the many misconceptions that sur-
round the field. This leads to, "a lot of frustration,"
according to Lee. Although, he does not mention any
Music therapy is not
a passing fad or a new
age fixation.
sources in particular he states, "a lot of information that
is supposedly representing music therapy contain studies
and promises that are not replicable or realistic." Some
of these books contain, "very romantic ideas that cannot
hold their weight under clinical scrutiny."
He advises thatone exercise caution in what evidence
they believe. Some of these claims are backed up by one
or two studias that are not done underany regulations.
'The idea that music can be universally prescriptive
is not practical," says Lee. "We cannot tell you that a
tablet of Mozart will cure your headache or boost your
I.Q. Theevidence just isn't there."
In fact, music therapy has little, if anything, to dowith
pre-recorded music. Rather it is a form of therapy that
opens the doors
for creative ex-
pression, non-ver-
bal communica-
tionand emotional
exploration. This
rarely has any-
thing to do with
listening to tapes.
Patients can learn to explore their emotions through
improvisation or learn to communicate without words
using various musical harmonies. Music therapy can
even help someone manageangerby teaching themhow
to vent their negative emotions. For example, patients
can use drums to aleviate stress and built up hostility.
"We don't just sit you down and play you soothing
music, when really your stressed out and angry," says
Lee. "It takes a lot of individual assessment."
Having said all this, it becomes obvious that music
therapy is not a passing fad or a new-age fixation. Since
it is relatively new, music therapy will undoubtedly face
skepticism - but that is not uncommon. What is certain
is music therapy is opening a new door in medicine, one
that is challenging the way we think abouthealing.
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Cord Short
Story Contest
Why submit your short story?
Because you'll get to see it in print
that's why!
Any short story,
any subject, any style
Must be 2000 - 3000 words
Include your name, phone #, and student #
Drop off stories in the Cord Office, Arts Editor's box
You can submit as many stories as you like.
Deadline for submissions is November 5
The best story will be printed in the
November 19 Features Section
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Not every decision will be as easy to make as getting The GM Card®. Especially when you can apply I
■ I
■ from your dorm. Upon approval, you'll get a free Frosh Two CD** and receive a $1,000 bonus in I
I I
I GM Card Earnings* towards the purchase or lease of a new GM vehicle. There's also no annual fee. H
I Then anytime you swipe your card, like to buy stereo equipment for instance, you'll have a chance B
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or 1 of 300 CD libraries as well as getting 5% in GM Card Earnings". Visit us for
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■ at www.nobrainer.gmcanada.com for more information or to apply on-line. TheGMOd mmm lately? H
Sports
Hawks demolish Toronto
Jordan Furness
doming into Saturday's football
game against Toronto, the Hawks
wore expected to easily earn their
fifth victory of the season.
The Hawks took it one step fur-
ther however, and obliterated the
hapless Varsity Blues 60-3.
liiuriei jumped out to a quick
10-0 lead early in the llrst quarter
and led 38-0 at the half. They con-
tinued to pour it on in the third quar-
ter where they extended the lead to
59-0 before closing out their fifth win
of the season 60-
3.
"1 was very
pleased with the
entire effort", said
a pleased head
coach Rick Xmich.
"We got of!'track a
couple of weeks
ago against
Western and the
changes we made
after that game
have got as back
on track and
ready to face the tougher teams".
Laurier's Harvey Stables, Mr.
Romance, led the Hawk offence with
three touchdown receptions as the
Hawks amassed over 497 yards in
total for the day. Stables caught four
passes for 132 yards and completed
the day by blocking his first punt of
the season. Wide receiver Andre
Talbot had an average day, by his
standards, catching six balls for 76
yards while facing some tight double
coverage from the Blues. Talbot did
manage to break loose in the third
quarter with a 71 yard punt return
up the sideline that electrified the
Laurier faithful. Andre remains sec-
ond in the CIAU for receiving yards
HP 11 1
I he hawks
were
expected to
win their
fifth victory.
with 615 total yards, 70 yards back
of James Maclean at Queen's.
Quarterback Adam Lane played
the first three quartei-s completing
15 of 2.3 passes for 303 yards and
four touchdowns. Backup Drew
White proved how strong the Hawks
;""o at quarterback in the fourth
quarter as he went 3 of 3 for 45
yards.
Kevin Johnson had the fourth
receiving touchdown for the Hawks
while Justin Praamsma, and 1 lenrv
Suh each ran one in. The Hawks
have now outscored their opponents
over the past two
weeks 109-3.
Coach Zmioh
was extremely
pleased with the
way the Hawk
oll'ence systemati-
cally picked apart
Toronto's defence.
"Our plan was to
keep the passes
short and quick,
letting our
receivers do the
rest. We executed
extremely well all day long".
Equally as impressive was the
Hawk defence which smothered the
Blues. Toronto's two quarterbacks
completed two of eight passes for
14...wait a second...yes, 14 yards.
Seven different Toronto rushers
were able to gain 142 yards, howev-
er, it took 48 carries to do so. This
worked out to 2.96 yards per carry,
which, especially under Canadian
rules, does not get a team very many
tirst downs.
Leading the way on defence was
Eric Schwab who recorded seven
tackles and assisted on three others.
The filth year defensive end from St.
Joachim was named the defensive
player of the game. Despite not
recording a sack, Schwab continues
to lead the CIAU in quarterback
sacks with 5.5 on the year.
Donnie Ruiz, with nine tackles and
three assists, continued his strong
play this year. Ruiz's 46 unassisted
tackles on the year puts him 3rd in
the CIAU, five behind Damian Porter
in Windsor.
All-Canadian safety Alan Ruby,
playing in just his second game of the
year picked off two passes adding to
the UofT offensive woes. The Blues
were simply overmatched and over-
whelmed throughout the entire day
by a Hawk defence that is one of the
best in Canada.
Looking ahead, the Hawks are in
for one of their toughest games of the
year. The Hawks
are taking on the
Ottawa Gee-Gees who are 6-0 on the
season. Coach Zmich stated that if it
weren't for sanctions placed on the
Gee-Gees in 1997 the team would
likely be ranked number one or two
in the CIAU. Zmich, however, feels
Laurier is at the top of their game
right now and ready to take on a
team that has three All-Canadians.
"Ottawa comes at you very hard
on defence.They are very speed ori-
ented and that means that we will
have to be executing perfectly in
order to mount a serious attack".
The I lawks will return home for
their final regular season game
against the Waterloo Warriors.
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
Laurier Rubber ball
Vanessa King
The women's lacrosse team played
two action packed games last week,
giving the Hawks a win, and a loss.
Played at York, this crossover tour-
nament matched Laurier against
teams outside their division.
Laurier's first game was against
Queen's, a team that has only lost to
the University of Toronto's lacrosse
team, and is currently second in
ranking.
By the half, Laurier was still a
threat to Queen s, keeping the score
a tight 5-3, with Queens slightly on
top. Shortly after the second half, the
Hawks came on strong, scoring
three unanswered goals. By early in
the second half, Laurier found them-
selves ahead of Queens, 6 to 5. But,
because of Queen's overly physical
second half, which found Laurier
players being pushed off of the field
by the aggressive squad from
Kingston, the victory was Queen's.
The final score was 12 to 7, with
3 Hawk goals scored by Emily
Watson, a pair from Meghan
DiSousa, and a single from Vanessa
Cowens. Cindy Polumbo netted a
goal, and one assist, and Erin
McElhone was credited with an
assist.
Laurier's standout player of the
game was Arlene Stratton, a first
time goalie. She was able to fend off
many attempts from the Queen's
squad, and was nominated by Lynn
Orth as this week's outstanding ath-
lete.
The second game paired a more
experienced Laurier against a pri-
marily rookie York team. With
Laurier scoring 4 goals in 6 minutes,
the halftone score was 7 to 3, for the
Hawks. "I was able to put my entire
bench on the field, which Ls some-
thing I can't usually do," said Hawk
coach Lynn Orth, "the rookies were
able to maintain the momentum of
the game, that the more experienced
Laurier players had initialized,
which was great."
This Golden Hawk momentum
proved to be too strong for the York
players. In die final thirty seconds of
the game laurier scored one more
goal, adding to a total of 13, which
proved to be too much for York, who
finished with 7. Meghan DiSousa
was this game's top scorer, with
three goals.
Four lady Golden Hawks, Emily
Watson, Sandy Polumbo, Mel
Welwood, and Erin McElhone each
added a pair to the total, and Megan
Carr, and Vanessa Cowens each
scored one. Assists were credited to
Emily Watson, and Megan Carr.
m
Come out and watch this week's
rescheduled match at University
Stadium, Saturday, October 21 at
9am, where the Women's Laurier
Lacrosse team will face off against
the Guelph Gryphons.
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
This
Week in
Sports
Hockey
Wed. Oct. 20
Men vs. Ryerson @ 7:30 pm
Women @ Brock, 8 pm
Sat. Oct. 23
Men @ Brock, 7 pm
Volleyball
Wed. 0ct..20 @Guelph
Women @ 6 pm
Men @ 8 pm
Wed. Oct. 27 vs. Waterloo
Women @ 6 pm
Men @ 8 pm
Basketball
Fri. Oct. 22@ Ottawa, 1 pm
Women vs. York @7 pm
Sat. Oct. 23
Women's Alumni Game @ 6 pm
Rugby
Sat. Oct. 23
Men vs. U ofT @ 1 pm
Women vs. Queen's @ 4 pm
Soccer
Sat. Oct. 23 @ Western
Men @ 1 pm
Womem@ 3 pm
Football
Sat. Oct. 23
vs. Ottawa @ 1 pm
Cross Country
Sat. Oct. 23
Men/Women @ Bechtel Park
Women's Lacrosse
Sat. Oct. 23
vs. Guelph @ 9 am
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Men's and Women's Volleyball
ToddDougherty
Our Hawk Volleyball Teams (Men and
Women), hosted the Windsor lancers for a
paii' of games this past weekend. The women
managed a sweep of both matches, while the
men split the weekend set displaying their ver-
sion of Jekyll and Hyde volleyball.
The lady Hawks battled the lancers for a
3-1 victory on Friday night with their defense
once again leading the way. Natalie Badour
seems to have adapted quite nicely to her role
as Libero, in the process solidifying the Lady
Hawks already stingy defense. Although the
teams defense was strong, the teams service
reception is still a little bit shaky. Coach Russ
Woloshyn will need to address this problem if
the Hawks expect to get to the next level.
Just as the teams passing continues to lag a
bit, so does the teams ability to finish off points.
With the exception of last years rookie stand-
out Paula Watson, this team continues to strug-
gle when it comes to putting the ball to the
floor. The Ladies did take a few small steps for-
ward in this department in Saturdays victory
and will look to continue that
progress in Wednesday's
match at UofG.
The team seemed to be
gaining confidence in the
offensive department near the end of
Saturdays match. Karen Galloway started dis-
playing a vast array of offensive shots,
while
rookie middle player Kareen Hinds and setter
Stacey McCoy showed signs of finally getting
together consistently on the quick attack. If
McCoy is able to maintain a consistent quick
attack in the middle, it should give the outside
hitters more one on one attacks and may solve
some of the lady Hawks termination prob-
lems.
On the men's side, the Hawks were two
totally different teams on Friday and Saturday
nights respectively On Friday, the men dis-
played a varied offense and adequate defense
to pull off a hard fought live set victory; and yet
none of this was present on Saturday.
Off-side Mark Reimer started to show a lit-
tle more jump on Friday with a full week of
practise finally under his belt(recovering from
plantar fascitis). When Reimer gets to 100%,
he should be a force for the Hawks, that is if
setter Mark Gatto can develop a little more
coasistency with his back sets that he still
seems to be struggling with a bit. Gatto has
been solid all year when setting lell-side and
middle, and we can expect that thatsame con-
sistency will soon show up in his right-side sets.
KeLsey Orth was once again the Hawks
most effective hitter on Friday night, and
although his success is a welcome surprise, if
the team expects to challenge the West's
stronger teams, some other players will need
to pick up their offensive performance..
In Friday's exciting fifth set, the Hawks
fought back from a 10-6 deficit to pull out the
victory. Some tough serving and a stingy block
led the way for the comeback and the
men will
need continued success in these two facets if
they are looking for a successful season.
Saturdays match was a complete disaster
for the Hawks, and resulted in a 3 set pum-
melling at the hands of the lancers. Windsor
performed well enough to win, but did nothing
special as the Hawks totally self-destructed.
Captain Kelsey Orth had what was probably
the worst match of his career, and seemed to
drag the entire team down with him. Orth Is
expected to lead the team in both performance
and leadership, yet he managed to fail miser-
ably in both aspects on Saturday night.
Orths passing broke down miserably early
on in this match, and nobody else wanted to
pick up the slack. This poor passing may have
been the root of the 1 lawks downfall, but there
were numerous other glaring weaknesses as
well.
Coach Paul Pavan and Assistant Geoff
Whitefa former National Team player), contin-
ue to be furious with their middle blockers'
ineptitude at being on time for the quick attack.
A fast and efficient middle attack will open up
the outside, and the Hawk middles must grasp
tills concept or our men could be in for a long
and frustrating season. Ryan Teßoekhorst and
Rob Chambers will need to be on time on quick
attacks when the I lawks face the Gryphons in
Guelph this Wednesday; if not, look for coach
Pavan to put somebody in the middlewho will.
If you aren't in the air boys, you might just find
yourself on the bench. It's up to you.
ANDREW
CONNELLY
Budweiser.
KINO OP BBER8.
Harvey Stables
Budweiser Player of the Game
The last two months have been good to Harvey Stables. The
fourth year Kinesiology student from Belleville was recently
selected as Mr. Romance in an international competition
sponsored by the Toronto Sun.
Today, only one month after winning this title, the Golden
Hawk slotback had a career game in the, football Hawks'
60-
3 thrashing of'the University of Toronto. Stables led the way
for the Hawks as he had 4 receptioas for 132 yards and 3
touchdowns.
As if this weren't enough, he also recorded the first
blocked punt of his season.
Frank Ivankovic
Labatt Hockey Player of the Game
standing for the Hawks in their games in Colorado this
The Hawks lost 2-1 to Air Force and 5-2 to Colorado
College.
The Cord Weekly Wednesday, October 20, 1999 Sports
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[petrocanadal
Looking for a new challenge?
Eager to exercise your skills and talents?
Be part of the energy at Petro-Canada!
Petro-Canada, a major Canadian oil and gas
company and a leader in the Canadian petroleum
industry, is offering entry opportunities in Ontario for
students of Business or Commerce programs
graduating in 2000.
We're an integrated company, with a balanced
portfolio of businesses spanning both the upstream
and downstream sectors of the industry. In the
downstream, we refine, distribute and market
petroleum products and related goods and services
through an expanding nationwide network of retail
and wholesale outlets.
Want to know more?
Come to our Information Session
October 21, 1999 (5:30 - 7:30 p.m.)
Paul Martin Centre.
Sign-up through Career Centre.
Refreshments and light snack will be served.
Visit us at:
www.petro-canada.ca
Hawks and York in a see-saw battle
Woodie Brown
The men's basketball team played
two games on the weekend, and
played like two different teams.
They played their first game on
Saturday against the University of
Toronto and sent them home with
the blues. Laurier was simply too
strong inside for Toronto. Kenny
1 lodgkins and
Rogers played a
strong d tensive
game, as well as
playing solid on
the offensive end.
Laurier played
well in the first
half but allowed
Toronto to stay in
the game with a
number of silly
turnovers. Finally,
with time running
down in the half. Matt King nailed a
three pointer to give laurier a 44-36
lead and the momentum going into
halftime.
But Laurier could not capitalise
on all of these free throws and were
only up 52-46. They slowly built an
11 point lead but Toronto began
playing much smarter defence and
did not have a foul in nearly eight
They sent
Toronto
home with
the Blues
minutes. In contrast, Laurier, which
started the game with tight defence,
began to foul and play sloppy in their
own end. They ended up with 13
fouls in the second half and were
lucky that Toronto struggled from
the free throw line. As time ran
down Laurier slowly gave up the
lead and Toronto had it down to a six
point game. Unfortunately for
Toronto though,
everytime it
looked as though
they were on a
roll, and about to
make it much
closer, Laurier
came up with a
big play. Ryan
Knapp and Rogers
both made huge
blocks to turn the
momentum back
to Laurier. Then
with only 1:30 left and every shot
counting, Knapp made a huge three
point play to stretch Laurier's lead
back to 78-72. That was the final
nail in the coffin for Toronto, and
held on to win, 81-75.
Laurier shot well all game, and
were a strong presence on the glass
and in the post. They played a strong
defensive game for the most part,
and looked like a powerful basket-
ball team. The only areas that they
needed to improve on were
turnovers, and making better pass-
es.
The team played an all around
good game but Kenny Hodgkins
stood out with an impressive 18
points and eight rebounds. Other
Golden Hawks who played a good
game were Darren Viera who tore
through the Blues' defence and
Rogers who fouled out with 10
points, 4 rebounds, and several
blocks to keep them in the lead.
To beat the Ryerson Rams on
Sunday, Laurier was going to need
another strong game inside and
improve on their turnovers.
However, after scoring the first bas-
ket the Golden Hawks quickly fell
apart. Ryerson played with a full
court press and caused a lot of con-
fusion and turnovers. The Hawks
could not break the press and turned
the ball over 21 times in the first half.
Ryerson was able to turn Laurier's
confusion into an early lead and
scored on several fast breaks includ-
ing a tremendous dunk that forced
Laurier to call a timeout.
Ryerson was simply too quick on
defence for Laurier and used their
speed to overcome Laurier's height
difference. They scored on quick
passes inside, and beat Laurier's big
men to a majority of the rebounds.
Laurier was able to keep it close with
good outside shooting but were
unable to stop Ryerson on offence
and found themselves down 47-34 at
halftime.
Ryerson didn't miss a beat after
halftone and scored two quick points
on two more steals and forced
another Laurier timeout. Ryerson
was dominating the game, and con-
tinued to force the Golden Hawks to
turn the ball over. Laurier had
another 14 turnovers in the second
half and 12 fouls, to help Ryerson
build their lead. Laurier was finally
able to cut down on their turnovers
but it was too late. With a couple of
minutes left they cut the lead down
from 23 to nine but were unable to
make it any closer. MattKing missed
a crucial three pointer to make the
deficit six points with only one
minute left. On the rebound
Hodgkins fouled the Ryerson player
and was called for the intentional
foul. After sinking two of the three
free throws Ryerson held on to win
80-70.
Laurier was unable to use their
height advantage to win the game
because Ryerson made quick cuts
into the middle, and positioned
themselves perfectly for the
rebounds.
Laurier showed signs of a good
basketball team on the weekend, but
are going to need to improve on their
passing and defence to win games
this year.
SANTINA
BARBATO
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Entertainment
Straight outta' K-Town!
Mike Ching and Asad Kiyani
If you're a techn(Vhouse fan and
can't get your groove on, you should
check out Mike Shannon. Mike
Shannon, DJ and producer, affiliated
with Revolver Recordings, Blue,
ToneMedia at techno.ca and his own
record label Cynosure, has thrilled
audiences from all comers of not
only Canada but the world, even
headlining parties in Detroit, the
home of techno. The Cord sat down
with this accomplished musician and
asked him what he was up to.
Cord: What is your full name?
MS: My full name is Michael John
Shannon, that is my full name.
Cord: Whatkind of turntables doyou
own?
MS: Never owned
a pair, till this day I
don'thave my own
pair of twelve hun-
dreds. But,
y'know, I've
always had access
to decks and stuff
like that, various
roommates with
turntables this
kind of thing.
Cord: Have you considered carrying
your records in a shopping cart?
MS: No. I've never had that many
records. But maybe getting some-
body, like, a crate carrier or some-
thing. I've seen a few DJ's show up
with three or four...
Cord: Like a crate carrying "bitch"?
MS: Yeah. That'll be cool.
Cord: Are there any musical influ-
ences that you may be reluctant to
tell us about?
MS: I don't really have anything
that's really embarrassing. I don't
know, like maybe, I used to listen to
Rush. I was really into Geddy Lee,
Neil Pert and all those guys. I was a
big Rush fan.
I've never
owned a
pair of
turntables
Cord: Do you feel that fame has
changed you?
MS: Yes and no. Obviously people
change after time, certain things
kinda mutate you whetheryou like it
or not. I am still the same old guy,
I'm still this freak like I usually am.
Cord: Would you say, then, that
you're "keeping it real"?
MS: Yeah. I definitely would say that
I'm not selling out, that's for sure.
Cord: What should we look out for in
the next few months from Mike
Shannon?
MS: I 've got another release coming
out, should be ready in three weeks
so that's going to be released some-
time in November, that's myself and
Jason Huntsberger, also a local DJ he
works with me on
the label. Also,
there's another
release that I'm
putting out myself
after that, which is
tentatively sched-
uled for
December. And
then everything is
on pause and then
there's a whole
bunch of releases
coming out for
2000 - that's when things are really
going to roll. Also, I'm doing a tour
with Algorhythm from Revolver
records, starting November 13th.
We're playing in a few different
countries, we'replaying in the Czech
Republic, Austria, Germany,
Slovakia, Switzerland, France and
Denmark.
Cord: Is rave culture being corrupt-
ed because it has become so popular
so fast in recent times?
MS: I feel that there's a lot of negative
things that have been happening
over the years, towards the rave
scene growing. If you notice in the
media, there's a lot of negative pub-
licity surrounding the scene and any-
one that's involved with the scene in
any shape or form. I see that things
have definitely changed for the
worse. It's not at a point where peo-
ple can change it or can be changed,
it might just have to change into
something else, rather than staying
the same format. Its been different
now for a while.
Cord: What changes, need to be
made by the government for regula-
tion of therave scene, in terms of the
location of parties?
MS: I think that,
"
if they designat-
ed or even just
constructed a
place where they
could do this... _
but the only problem is with that, is
that it's always going to be at that
place. But that's what it's coming to
now anyways, there's only so many
venues in this area that you can use,
legally. For the government to step
in now, the best thing that they could
do is to have a bit more control of
what substances are coming into the
building that kind of thing. Because
if not, there's going to be a lot of irre-
sponsibility, people axe just going to
keep dying. I don't think people are
going to, all of a sudden, wise up and
stop doing the things they're doing,
they're just going to continue.
Cord: What do you think of sub-
stance abuse at raves?
MS: I've seen a lot of it. Me person-
ally, I think that there's a number of
substances that should be complete-
ly non-existent in the whole scene all
together. And the quality of the sub-
stances going around are horrible,
they're not what they say they are. I
I was a big Rush fan
feel a lot of kids are doing things that
they don't really realize what they
are doing. There's just not enough
media informing people. Even if
there is media, some people just
choose not to listen to it, they choose
to ignore it and do it anyways.
Cord: Here I am. Not a party kid by
any definition. There are undoubt-
edly hundreds of ravers who know
far more about you and are far more
interested in what you have done
than I am. Do I deserve to be here,
ahead of them?
MS: It doesn'tmatter. It's almost bet-
ter that you don't know, in a lot of
ways. Anyone who has the interest,
deserves to be here. I don't think
anybody should be higher or lower
than anyone else. That's the prob-
lem with the whole thing anyways, is
the politics, hierarchy and elitism,
peering out when you talk about
junglists orwhatever. You're pigeon-
holing them into a category, putting
themin a genreand
you're stereotyping
them and that's
exactiy what is hap-
pening with every-
thing, in every sin-
gle type ofmusic. If you go to parties
[from] years ago, you hear every-
thing there, and not thirty DJ's. You
hear four, five different DJ's playing
different stuff for everybody there.
Now if you look at the way parties
are going, it's more elitist - there's a
jungle party there, a house party, a
techno party, there's nothing. It's not
really the same that way anymore.
Mike Shannon spins monthly at
Rotation in at Club Platinum in
Kitchener and he also hangs out at
Speed - both are on King St.
MikT
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A Symphony of Melody at Laurier
Josh Marshall
This past Sunday, the WLU Symphony
Orchestra began its 1999-2000 season of
music. The concert opened with Overture No.
3, 0p.72 from the opera Fidelio by Beethoven,
and moved through an eclectic mix of music
which included Bartok's concerto No.l for
piano and orchestra, Ibert's Chansons de Don
Quixote, Beethoven's Symphony No.l in C
major, 0p.21, and a composition entitled
Iridescence by Laurier music student Marci
Rabe.
Conductor Paul Pulford believes that such a
wide range of music is important at a universi-
ty such as Laurier, because it challenges the
students and aids in learning. "Most impor-
tantly," says Pulford, "this is a training orches-
tra. It is important for students to be chal-
lenged." According to Pulford, a good universi-
ty education should expose student musicians
to all these types.
That in part, accounts for choosing more
widely known composers, such as Beethoven,
alongside 20th century composers andstudent
composers. In Pulford's career at Laurier, he
helped the orchestra perform works by 15 dif-
ferent student composers, and each one has
been completely different. "WLU has a very
successful composition program," says
Pulford.
"The orchestra has a commitment to sup-
port student composers and play their pieces."
This opportunity gives students a unique expe-
rience to translate, for the first time, the notes
on the page into music. It is equally important
that composers are able to hear their works
performed.
Aside from student composers, the sym-
phony orchestra concerts also feature winners
of the WLU concerto competition. This concert
featured William Brent on piano for the Bartok
piece, and baritone Timothy Kauk on vocals for
the work by Ibert.
The orchestra is also encouraged to do 20th
century works, which are still widely unfamil-
iar to both students and audiences. Pulford
takes pride in giving students such diverse
opportunities, commenting: "I can safely, ours
is one of a very few in Canada that offers such
a wide range of orchestra experience."
Each year the Symphony Orchestra puts on
three concerts, one gala concert in conjunction
with the choir, and one opera production. The
next concert will feature works by Brahms,
Sebilius, Strauss, and Hue. The gala concert,
which last year featured Mozart's Requiem,
will feature Faure and Durufle Requiems this
year.
Whichever works are played, the WLU
Symphony Orchestra works tirelessly to insure
performances which challenge both performer
and listener, and which exhibit the talent of the
student performers at Laurier.
JOSH
MARSHAL!
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Charlie is a Good Guy
Carolyn Magwood
Charlie Brown, Snoopy, and the Peanuts gang
have been around for fifty years, but they have
never looked better than they do this month at
the University of Waterloo. From October 27-
31. the UW Drama Department presents
You're a Good Man. Charlie Brown, a play fea-
turing Charlie and his pals in living colour. The
show Is being performed at the Theatre of the
Arts by an energetic and talented group of UW
students who capture the personalities of their
characters as if they were pulled right out of
the pages of the Saturday comics.
In the two hours of the play, all of the
Charlie Brown moments and memories that
our generation ( and the one before us) have
grown up with arc played out on the stage in a
melange of fast-paced skits.
We see Linus' attachment to his blanket,
Lucy's failed attempts to woo the piano-playing
Schroeder, Snoopy s Dreams of being a WWI
Dying ace, and much more.
Though Charlie Brown is just young, this
show is not just for kids, as he struggles with
many things thatUniversity students can relate
to. As we are now in the midst of midterms,
people will find that the musical numberabout
book reports embodies many students' angst
about writing papers. As well, who could
escape a twinge of personal pathos for
Charlie's unrequited love for the little redhead
girl?
The set is a comic book world of bright
colours and bold shapes. This is much in the
spirit of Snoopy s ability to use his imagination
to turn his doghouse into everything from a
fighter plane to a jungle tree limb. A few set
pieces ingeniously serve all the needs of the
play: Schroeder's piano is flipped on end to
become a chair; a bridge becomes a teeter-tot-
ter, then Charlie's pitcher mound, and back to
a bridge again.
In the words of the lead actor, Trevor
Martin, this play is
"
fun because it's not cyni-
cal or overly intellectual." The audiencecan sit
back and enjoy the adventures of this preco-
cious group of characters, while rooting for
everyone's favorite loser, Charlie Brown. In the
words of the other characters in the opening
number, Charlie possesses "humility, nobility,
and a sense of humour that
Ls very rare indeed." He's the
kind of hero that melts the
audience s hearts, as we find
ourselves laughing, crying,
and sighing a loud chorus of
"good grief!" along with him.
This show provides an evening of good
clean fun that all ages can enjoy. Melissa Roe,
the actress who plays Lucy, believes the appeal
of the play is simple. "It's refreshing, and every-
one knows the Peanuts gangOyoung, old,
everyone."
You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown runs
from October 27-30 at Bpm and October 31st
at 2pm, at the Theatre of the Arts in the
Modern Languages building. Tickets are 8$ for
students and seniors and 10$ for the general
public. For more information, call the Box
Office at 888-4908
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* Beat Goes On
To Censor or not to Censor
Blair Miller
During the past summer,
I saw the
films American Pie and Eyes Wide
Shut. I enjoyed both films greatly,
but after 1 saw the second of the two
films Stanley Kubricks Eyes Wide
Shut; I left with a curious feeling.
Numerous press reports had circu-
lated before Eyes release about last-
minute cuts that had been recom-
mended by the Motion Pictures
Association of America (MPAA) and
its rating board.
After the false reports had been
eliminated it became evident that
some cuts had been made. The cuts
consisted of digital adding of bodies
during an orgy scene in order to
obscure visual hints of actual inter-
course with multiple partners.
Stanley Kubrick remains one of my
favourite directors, so his original
vision holds importance for me.
I must admit, I was annoyed. As
a staunch advocate of anti-censor-
ship when it comes to film, the
apparent changes served to taint a
movie that I think is an unprecedent-
ed exploration within its medium
into the politics of sexual desire and
its relation to fantasy. True, the
changes do not change the story in
any drastic way, but the mere princi-
ple ofviewer restriction irked me.
There is a dangerous inconsis-
tency in the mission of the MPAA and
other films censor boards in North
America. This inconsistency is the
intense preoccupation with visual
representation of sexual acts while
countless scenes of extremely graph-
ic violence in both film and television
are untouched.
First of all, censoring of a film
usually occurs because the MPAA Si
Co. view a film and give it an infor-
mal, prospective rating. In the U.S. a
particularly gritty film can get the
dubious threat ofreceiving an NC-17
rating which means that children
under the
age of seventeen are pro-
hibited fix>m viewing the movie in a
theater (the R rating in the U.S.
allows children under 17 as viewers,
but only when accompanied by an
adult). This signifies a large cut in
Sex or
violence in
a movie is a
touchy
matter.
box office income, so films are given
advice by censor boards on how and
where to alter their films so that they
only get an R rating.
Although film studios are to
blame for guiltlessly sacrificing the
sanctity of a work of art in order to
maximize income, the censor boards
ultimately get to decide what a movie
will contain. Lately, it seems as
though the censor boards make such
decisions with glaring inconsistency.
Encompassing virtually all of the
entertainment industry, censor
boards have been ridiculously anal
about visual sexual content.
American Pie was reportedly
asked to change its infamous warm
apple pie scene when the original cut
had the character on top of the pie,
on the table, thrusting into it.
Meanwhile, anyone who can lift a
remote can turn on a TV during the
sacred prime time (approx. 6pm-
-10pm) slot and subject themselves to
brutally violent shows like When
Animals Attack, REAL TV, and even
Die Hard with only the expletives cut
out.
Although censoring for TV may
adhere to a different agenda than
censoring for film, the same violent
subject matter makes it through the
rating process in movies: Eyes Wide
Shut equals offeasive scenes of infi-
delity and sexual subversion, and
Saving Private Ryan equals out-
standing realism to be endured by
all. (Aren't both realistic?)
Now, sex or violence in a movie
scene is a touchy matter. Do the
scenes provide learning opportuni-
ties as to the seriousness of such acts
or do they serve to sensationalize the
subject matter and thus desensitize
the viewer? Sadly enough, a single
scene ofsexual or violent content can
do either. This is an unresolved
issue, especially when movies like
Basketball Diaries and Natural Born
Killers are indirectly blamed for the
Columbine high school massacre, yet
receive the green light from censor
boards. If the ways that film can
influence a society is indeed the
rationale behind censoring, then
what would you prefer, people who
believe it is okay to participate in sex
out of marriage with multiple part-
ners and/or masturbate, or people
who are capable of killing others?
Last Friday, DavidFincher s Fight
Club (Brad Pitt, Edward Norton) pre-
miered in theatres across North
America. It is receiving lukewarm
praise for its groundbreaking treat-
ment of graphic violence. If I had a
say, no films would be censored, and
studios would simply release NC-17
films even if it meant losing some
money.
However, some films are being
asked to snip whole scenes, and it
isn't because neonlp aro hpincr killed
or hurt or tortured (see Nicolas Cage
in Bmm). It is because they are hav-
ing sex ofsome sort that goesagainst
some social taboo. Which would you
rather subject yourself ri or your chil-
dren to? What's the justification for
allowance of violence while prohibit-
ing sex? Shouldn't both either be
allowed or censored?
To decide which one is better or
worse than the other means toenter
into a discussion that the MPAA and
other boards are ill-equipped to han-
dle, especially since they seemjust as
desensitized to violence as we are
feared to be.
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NICE YOUNG MEN
The "nice young man" sits at the comerof his
bed with the papers that preach intellectual-
ism and dedication. The back of his mind is
unsure about the words on the page only
because procrastination set in a week ago an 3
seemed to overwhelm the intelligent mind
that insisted "catching up" was not a problem.
Yes, this guy is "nice", at least that's what they
say about him and often times he sits back to
ponder this fact. What is it about him that
seems so appealing in a punch in the arm,
'
you're so sweet kind of way? Every action and
reaction that is such a big deal to others is
nothing more than normality to him, the way
you're supposed to act if you want to feel good
about yourself. Sweet hellos, he realises, are
unavoidable, as are the dreaded "you're too
good for me, too nice of a guy" smiles that fol-
low.
While contemplating the above thoughts that
come on a daily basis the "nice young man"
raises his head, strokes the three day old scruff
at thebase of his neck and checks for blemish-
es that are only figments of an imagination
that is greater than the world perceives. If only
thewomen knew he wasn't so stiff and clumsy
as they believed. If only they knew he could
love, feel, and be the passionate soul that is
craved and needed. "I can be fun, funny and
fabulous." This is what he says to himself
before every trip to the bar, with its shiny
countertops and flashing lights that scream,
"don't pick anyone up because they all look
good in this lighting." Another walk home
empty handed is the result. He insists that the kind of girl he wants would not be at a "joint"
looking for action... why then, is he there? Does it ever occur to him that then. icrs in
the room thinking the very same thoughts? Maybe that live foot amed
about wants to be kissed.
Ihe "nice young man" may never know the answer to this final maybe, for he closes his eyes
to the urges that are supposed to bring a better life. He understands this, has heard the
preaching of friends and family a million times and agrees that "stepping up" is the single
solution. If only he could channel this comprehension of the mind into other facets of life.If
only he could understand that rejection is the same, whether it be for a job, an expired
coupon, or a date.
"Go for it!" shouldbe his battle cry. "Seize the day" should be his favourite song. Remember
a heart of gold cannot be bought or sold, yet there are signs everywhere that say, "WANTED,
ONE NICE YOUNG MAN." True, "go with the flow" may be the simplest solution, but diving
in is much more fun... Let Go.
Josh FJ Douglas
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Student Union Building,
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TRAVEL - Teach English Great Used Furniture For Sale
5 Day/40 Hr (Jan 17-21 2(XX)) Couch, loveseat, coffee table, end
TESOL teacher certification course tables, 'IV stand. Cheap. Will dcliv-
(or by correspondence). l,(X)o's of er. Call Stephanie at 746-5337.
jobs available NOW. FREE informa-
tion package, toll free 1-888-270-
2941.
First Ever 3-Pitch Tournament Part-Time Work I like it barenaked. The Purist. Do You Know Sign Language?
On Sat., Nov. 6, get ready for the Ist $13.05 to start. Flexible hours. www.kraftdinner.com I'm a third year student interested in
Annual Frozen Hawk 3-Pitch
Evening & weekends available. finding somebody to help further my
Tournamentopento all Laurier stu- Scholarships awarded. Professional scope of sign language. If you are
denLs!lt is mandatory that o girls & 5
anci fun . great business experience. interested in meeting once or twice a
guys
be on the field at all times, with (; an 886-0909 or www.workforstu- 4 Walls 4 U week, please e-mail Jason at
a maximum oi 1 j players pei team. dents.com/on •Furnished bedroom for immediate kiplo46o@machl.wlu.ca
The cost is $5 per person, includes a rental
-
prizes! "Next to Tims, Caesars, Beer
Registration forms can be picked up KR(RMjRH -2 min. ride to WLU (> , U
in the Kin and Phys-Ed office at 232
'Only $425/month
Want Some Big Sexy? Wi>l
King St. Forms and Money must be
. jason 747.7291
Write to me! big-sexy@toosexyfory- nr^/S
submitted by Oct. 22. Hope to. see .3rd/4th year sought
ou.com. Talk to me without paying P/£l(|£Cj
you tliere!
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$5. You know you want to.
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